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Foreword 

This User's Guide has been composed in order of complexity; simple 
concepts are covered first, leading up to more involved ones. By following 
the guide through, step by step, you will be progressively informed of all of 
WordPro 64's commands, features, and their uses. This manual is not 
intended to be a tutorial; it was designed solely as a reference guide for 
WordPro 64 and assumes that the readcr already has some personal computer 
experience and knows how to operate his or her computer equipment 
properly. 

About WordPro 64 

WordPro 64 is the ultimate culmination of ciiiht years product development 
and the experience gained by more than two million end-users. This 
sophisticated word processing program running on an inexpensive personal 
computer puts many dedicated eight and ten thousand dollar word processors 
to shame. As with most professional tools, it will take some time and 
effort on your part to learn to use it skillfully. That time spent will be 
well worth your while. 

Required Equipment 

To use WordPro 64, you will require: 

(1) i\ Commodore 64 personal computer. 
(2) One or more Commodore 1541, 1571 or other 100% 

Commodore 64 compatible disk drive. 
(3) A compatible video monitor or television set. 
(4) Some blank 5 1/4" diskettes. 
(5) A suitably interfaced dot matrix or letter quality printer. 

If you are using an IEEE disk drive (not a 1541, 1571 or MSD Super Disk 
drive in serial mode), then you will need an IEEE interface card. We have 
not encountered any IEEE cards that do not work with WordPro 64. The 
IEEE cards used while developing WordPro 64 were the C64-Link (relocated 
to $COOO) and the Link II by Richvale Telecommunications. The BUS/CARD 
series have caused us some concern. They work well, but all of ours 
tended to overheat and fail if left turned on for more than a few hours at 
a time. 

Should you wish to make hard copies of your work, you will also require a 
printer. If your printer is not directly compatible with the Commodore 64, 
you will require some sort of compatible printer interface. 

Centronics Parallel printers seem to work well with the Cardco Card? +G 
and the more recent Cardco A series interfaces, though some care in setting 
their internal switches is required. The old original Cardco A interface will 
cause problems until upgraded with their new ROM. We have also used the 
new Turboprint/GT interface from Telesys with good success after their 
upgrade ROM was installed. 
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Commodore 64 Keyboard Symbols 

The chart below shows you what this manuill will use to represent some of 
the keys found on the Commodore 64 keyboard. 

<SHI FT> Is the 
<CTRL) 
<LOGO) 
<RETURN) 
<DOWN) 
<UP) 
<FWD) 
<BACK) 
<CLR/J 10:\1 E) 
(DEL) 

<INST) 
<RESTORE) 
(R/S) 
(POUND> 
<Fl) 
(F3) 
(F5) 
<F7) 
(F2) 
<F4) 
(F6> 
<F8) 
<!\RR LEFT> 
(Aim UP) 

SHIFT key, (there are (\\() of ttlese) 
control key, CTRL 
Commodore logo key 
return key, RETURN 
cursor down key 
cursor up key; (SHI FT) <DOWN) 
cursor forward key 
cursor ll<1ck key; <SHI FT) < FWD) 
clem /home key 
delete key 
insert key; (SHIFT) <IlLL) 
restore key 
RUN/STOP key 
English pound sign key, (-£.) 
F 1 function key 
F3 function key 
F5 function key 
F7 fUliction key 
F2 fUlIction key; 
F4 fUliction lcey; 
Fli fllflC'tion key; 
F8 function key; 
arrow left key 
arrow up key 

<SHIFT) 
<SHIFT) 
<SHIFT> 
<SHIFT) 

<Fl> 
(1-"3> 
(FS) 
<F7) 

ThrougtlOUt this manual, certain conventions will be used to represent 
required key press sequcnces. These COI1\"entions and what thcy reprcsent 
are outlined be low. 

Whell you see a (SHIFT), <LOGO), or (CTRL), followed by a character, 
you should hold the (key) down, type the character, thell release the 
<key). These three keys all work just like the shift key found on ordinary 
typewri ters. 

Whenever you encounter underlined characters, these are the keys YOIl should 
enter as input to 1Y0rdPro 64.- -

For example: 

<SHIFT) 

Means hold down the <SHIFT> key, type an f, then release the shift key. 

filename 

:'I'lCiillS type in the letters f, i, 1, e, n, a, m, then c. 
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WordPro 64 Special Symbols 

WordPro 64 uses certain special screen symbols, for example, il checkmark 
always precedes intext commands. Unfortunately, print wheels such as the 
one which was used to print this manual can not exactly duplicate all of 
the special screen symbols. The chart prodded below should help you to 
identify WordPro 64's special symbols as they appear in this manual. 

Defaults 

7 Is the "graphic tab" symbol. 
" Is the "checkmark" symbol. 
« Is the "end of paragraph" (EOP) symbol. 

(It appears on the screen whenever you press <RETURN»). 

When you RUN WordPro 64, the colours that appear on your screen, and 
the device and drive numbers of your disk drive(s), will default to the 
following: 

Character Colour White 
Status Line Colour Cyan 
Background Colour Grey2 
Border Colour Grey2 
Range Colour Yellow 

Drive 0: Device 1/ 8 
Drive 1/ 0 

Drive I: Device 1/ 8 
Driv'e /I I 

Drive 2: Device /I 9 
Drive II 0 

Drive 3: Device 1/ 9 
Drive 1/ I 

If you have a Commodore 1701 or 1702 video monitor, try turning the 
"BRIGHT" control all the way counter-clockwise, then adjust the 
"CONTRAST" until you have a nice, sharp picture. The default colours give 
you nice, easy to read text on Commodore monitors. 

If you do not like the default colours, you can change them to anything 
you wish. See Appendix .iI, "WP64 Install" for instructions on how to 
change them. 

You may also change tile default Drive Numbers using the "WP64 Install" 
program. See Appendix A. 

During subsequent manual discussions, references to Driv'e 0, Drive I, Drive 
2, or Drive 3, refer to the WordPro 64 Drive Number, not to tIle hardware 
set drive numbers of your disk drives. The only exceptions to this rule are 
encountered in the sections "Loading WordPro 64", on the next page, ancl 
"Drive Numbers", on page 13. 
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Loading WordPro 64 

If you have not already done so, set up and test your equipment. Follow 
the instructions in each owner's manual. Turn on the power to your 
printer, disk drive, monitor and Commodore 64 in that order. 

NOTE: Certain printer interfaces will allow reset signals, caused by turning 
the printer on or off, to be sent back to the computer. These false 
signals may cause the computer to go into a fatal "lock-up" from which it 
cannot recover. Thus you may lose your current (unsaved) text, since you 
will have to re-load WordPro 64. To prevent this from occurring, always 
turn your printer on BEFORE loading WordPro 64, and LEAVE it on. Be 
especially careful not to turn your printer on or off when WordPro 64 is 
accessing your disk drive. 

Place the WordPro 64 program disk into drive 0 of device 8 and gently 
close the drive door. 

1. Turn the computer off. 

2. Insert the TURBO LOAD AND SAVE cartridge in the cartridge slot. 

3. Turn on the disk drive. 

4. Insert the WORD PRO disk, side A up, into the drive and close the door. 

5. Hold down the 'W' key and turn on the computer. The title screen will appear 
in about 20 seconds. 
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WordPro 64 is now waiting for you to enter the number of lines you wish 
to allocate to Main Text. The Main Text area is where you will type in 
and manipulate the majority of your text. There is another text area, 
called Extra Text, that is used to store notes, text, or information to be 
used with the various other functions of WordPro 64. The Extra Text area 
can be accessed hy pressing (LOGO> x, and switched out again by pressing 
<LOGO>?!:. More about the Extra Text area later. 

A minimum of 23 Jines are reserved for Extra Text, leaving a maximum of 
386 Jines for Main Text. For normal use, 333 is a convenient number of 
Jines to allocate for Main Text, but you can use any allowable division of 
the text areas you wish. Remember to press (RETeRN> to enter your 
chosen number of lines. 

Printing the sample letter 

This section is for those of you who just can't wait to tryout your new 
WordPro 64 program, or would just like to be sure that everything is 
working as it should. 

First, you must load a "printer module" that matches or closely approximates 
the printer in your system. See "Loading a Printer Module" on page 55 for 
details. Next, you will load the file supplied on your WordPro 64 program 
disk called "sample letter" as follows. 

Make sure that all of the components in your system are correctly 
connected together according to the manufacturers instructions. Place the 
WordPro 64 program disk in the disk drive and close the drive door 
carefully. Load the appropriate printer module and check that the status 
line has indica ted that the module was successfully loaded. 

Line up the paper in your printer and make sure that the printer is "on 
line" or "selected" if it has switches to control this function. 

Press the (F7) key, the status line will display the message, ")<ecall, 
:\!emorize or Insert", press the r key for Recall. 

Now type "sample letter" and push the (RETUR:\f) key. After a moment 
the fiie "sample letter" will appear on the screen. 

l'\ext, press the (F5> key. (the status line will display "Output"), then push 
the (RETURN> key. 

If you have everything turned on and connected correctly. your printer 
should now print out the sample letter. 

If your printer did not print out the loller correctly. make sure that you 
have loaded the proper prinler module ancl try the output again. Should 
you have a printer that is not listed, you might try some of the other 
listed modules. You may get lucky and find a close match. 
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The Status Line 

Once WordPro 64 has been loaded into memory and is ready for text entry, 
the screen will blank, then show you this line: 

;X:I;S:L:I;: C= 1 L= 1 

This is the Status Line. This line remains at the top of the screen to 
keep you informed of WordPro 64's status. Current progrilm status messages 
will appear in place of the Copyright statement: 

",ote the: 
;X:l:S:L:F: 

These arc "flags" thilt "light up" to show the state of various WordPro (;4 
modes. Flags light up by appearing in reverse field (back lit). The Chilrt 
below shows what these flags represent; for documentation 011 the modes 
themselves, refer to their manual entries. 

When in reverse field (back lit): 

X= You are in the Extra Text area. 
1= You are in Insert 'lode. 
S= You are in "Shift Lock" or Capital Lock Mode. 
L= You are in Line Mode. 
F= You are in Forced Space Mode. 

At the far right of the Status Line, you will see: 

C= I L= 1 

C= [number] tells you which eolumn number the cursor is on. 

L= [number 1 tells you which line number the cursor is on. 

The line under the Status indicators both separates the indicators from the 
text below and displays any tabs you have set. A set tab causes a tab 
marker block to appear below the Status Line at the corresponding coIumn. 
See the reference entry on Tabs, pilge 12, for further inforrna lion. 
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Entering Text 

To enter text into the '.Iilin Text ilrea, simply type it in. Do not pn,ss 
<RETUR"l) at the end of screen lines, the words will ilutomilLtcally "wrap 
around" to the ncxt line for you - only press <RETURN) \\·lIen you reach 
the end of a paragraph. This way, you can see all of your text lines, 
even if you set up WordPro fi4 to print 160 column lines out to your 
printer! Also you don't need an 80 column card - horizontally, all thc text 
is always visible; and you won't need to scroll sideway' as in some word 
processors. 

Note that if you press <RETURN), it signals the end of il paragraph (EOP), 
and, unless you are in INSERT mode, WordPro 64 will automatically clear 
any data after your cursor, on the same line as you are. In effect, you 
lose the rest of the line. If you dOT" t want to signal an end of 
paragrnph, but want to return to column I of the next line, simply press 
<SHIFT) <RETURN) instead of just <RETUR:\). 

A <RETUR:\T) in column I of any line will result in a blank line iJeing 
printed. 

Cursor Movement 

The cursor keys, located ilt the bottom right of the keyboard, ean be used 
to move the cursor (the solid rcctangular box you see on thc sereen) to 
any position on the screen. These keys are used to reposition the cursor in 
order to retype a spelling mistake, to scroll text vertically (up or dO\\n). or 
to set start points for various functions of WordPro 64. 

The key marked with CRSR and up and down arrows, when unshifted and 
pressed once, will cause the cursor to move down one line. If this key is 
shifted and pressed once, the cursor will move up one line. The key 
marked \vith CRSR and sideways arrows, when unshifted and pressed once, 
will cause the cursor to move right one character. If this key is shifted 
and pressed once, the cursor will move left one character. In summary: 

<UP) 
<DOWN> 
<FWD) 
<BACK) 

Cursor up; CRSR with up and down arrows key. 
Cursor down; <SHIFT) <CP>. 
Cursor forward; CRSR with sideways mrows key. 
Cursor back; <SHIFT) <FWD). 

It is not necessary to press a cursor key over and over again to move 
more than one linc, simply hold the key down and it will repeat. 

A quick way to place the cursor ilt the top of a screen full of text is to 
press <CLR/HOl\IE) once. If you press this key twice, the cursor will 
return to the beginning of the text area you are currently in. 
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Text Entry/Editing Aids 

Insert and Delete Characters 

The key marked I'\;ST and DEL (the (INST> and (DEL> key), located at 
the upper right hand side of the keyboard, is used to insert and delete 
single characters. When unshifted this key will delete the character 
immediately to the left of the cursor. When shifted this key will insert a 
space underneath the cursor. Deleting a "~" (end of paragraph, or EOP, 
symbol) will cause the next paragraph to join the paragraph preceding the 
"~". This is one of the various methods of editin)1; your text; it is usually 
used only on characters, words or short sentences. 

Line Mode 

Sometimes you may wish to scroll throu)1;h your text rapidly. SImply holding 
down (CP) or (DOWN) does not move through text very quickly. In order 
to make (CP> ilnd <DOW,\;) scroll very quickly, press the (Fl) key to 
enter Line :"i1ode, then hold (CP> or (DOWN>. You will see that the :L: 
flag has lit up, Meaning that you are in Line Mode. When you want to 
stop scrolling, simply let )1;0 of the key. Stopping automatically takes you 
out of Line l\Iode; to enter it again, you must press the (Fl> key another 
time. 

If you press (Fl> to enter Line Mode, then press the (DEL> key, the LINE 
on which the cursor is positioned will be deleted. An (Ii\'ST> will insert a 
blank LINE on the cursor line. Pressing any key other than the cursor 
control keys (or (INST> or <DEL) again) will take you out of Line :\]ode; 
just pressing (Fl) again is a convenient way to exit. 

If you enter Line Mode by pressing (Fl), then press any key other than 
(INST), (DEL) or one of the cursor control keys, Line Mode will not 
change the effect of the second key pressed. For example, pressing (Fl) 
then (CLR/HOME) acts as if you never pressed (Fl), but simply places the 
cursor at the top of the current text screen, then exits Line Mode. 

Insert Mode 

If you need to insert quite a few words, sentences, or even paragraphs into 
the midst of your text, usin)1; Insert Mode is much quicker than inserting 
single spaces or blank lines with the (INST> key, then typing over the 
blanks. 

To enter Insert l\lode, pOSition the cursor where you wish to cnter your 
new text, then t:me (LOCO) I. The :1: flag in the Status Line will light 
up, signifying that Insert :"i1ode is now-active. Now you may type in your 
additional text. You will find that every time you type a chilrilcter, the 
text to the right of the cursor, and the character under the cursor, will be 
pushed over to allow room for your new character. It is a good idea to 
have a space, rather than a character, underneath the cursor, so that when 
you type, your words will format correctly. If you do not leave a space 
under the cursor, you will find that at the end of a line, the word you are 
typing will be placed on the next line; even if it would have fit on the 
current line. 
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In Insert Mode, if you press the (RETURN) key to signal the end of a 
paragraph, whatever characters left on the line you are on will be moved 
down to the beginning of the next line. Essentially, you can totally ignore 
all remaining text while in Insert Mode; it's all taken care of for you 
automatically. This mode is also used to break a single paragraph in two; 
just position the cursor where you would like the second paragraph to begin, 
enter Insert Mode, and press (RET LORN). 

To exit Insert Mode, Simply type (LOGO) ! again. The :1: flag will turn 
off, showing that you have exitted. 

If you wish to continue in Insert Mode at some other location in your text, 
you do not have to turn off Insert mode, move, then turn it on again. All 
the cursor keys, (UP). (DOWN), (FWD), and (BACK), will work normally 
even when you ore in Insert Mode. The (INST) and (DEL) key will also 
work as usual. 

Shift Mode (Capital Lock) 

The Commodore 64 keyboard provides you with a shift lock key, which you 
can use to lock the keyboard into shifted mode. However, when you have 
the shift lock on, all the number and punctuation keys produce the 
characters on the upper half of their keys. Sometimes you may wish to 
type in CAPITAL letters, but still use the numbers and punctuation as 
usual. WordPro 64 has a mode that may be used to lock only the letters 
into upper case. This is called Shift Mode, more commonly known as "Cap 
Lock" or "Caps Lock". To enter this mode, simply press the <POL"ND) 
key. To exit, press the <POU:\D) key again. The :S: flag in the Status 
Line is lit when you ore in Shift l\Iode. 

Unbroken Lines 

Sometimes it is necessary to enter many characters with no spaces between 
them. For example, the line below contains no spaces: 

********************************************************************** 

If this text were loaded into WordPro 64, that line would appear to fill up 
two separate screen lines. Does WordPro 64 know that this is an unbroken 
line, and not two lines of asterisks? Yes, it does. ,Vhen you enter a 
continuous stream of characters, with no spaces, WordPro 64 notes this and 
will not change the appearance of the line. 

Consider another line: 

***************************************************** ************ 

In this line, we have replaced five of the stars with blank spaces. 
However, if you tried to type in a number of spaces, WordPro 64 would 
consider these spaces as spaces between words, and the formatter would 
remove all but one of them. In order to keep the significance of those 
spaces, you would use what is known as Forced Spaces (see next page). 
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Forced Spaces 

To tell WordPro 64 that you want a number of blank spaces; instead of 
entering ordinary spaces, you would use Forced Spaces. To type a Forced 
Space, use (SHIFT> (SPACE>. Forced Spaces appear on the screen as 
small underline bars. If you use a command like the Reformat Paragraph 
command, forced spaces will remain as they were typed, unlike ordinary 
spaces, which would be reduced to only one space. Usually, you would use 
Forced Spaces to print columns of data such as: 

Date 
******** 
84/06/23 
84/06/30 

Payment 
******* 
$100.00 
$125.00 

If you typed simply Date, some ordinary spaces, then Payment, after 
reformatting the line would print like this: 

Date Payment 

The ordinary spaces are removed on reformatting, thus the need for Forced 
Spaces. 

Note: If you are using a proportional Printer Module (see page 55), you 
must use the Graphic Tab to create columns of data. Instructions on 
Graphic Tabs may be found on page 32. 

Forced Space Mode 

(LOGO> - is used to toggle in and out of Forced Space Mode. While in 
this mode, all (SPACE>es that you type will be treated as <SHIFT> 
<SPACE>, ie; converted into Forced Spaces. If you are typing in columnar 
data, such as an Index or Table of Contents (or like the example above), 
this mode comes in very handy. The :F: flag in the Status Line remains lit 
while you are in Forced Space Mode. 
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The Abort Key 

To abort any of WonlPro 64's functions, all you need to do is press (Fl). 
This will abort any function; except functions related to disk input or 
output, such as Recall, :\lemorize, or Insert (see pages 15 and 16). The 
only disk related processes that may be aborted with (Fl) are the Loading 
of a Sequential File (see page 45), and the Loading of an old WordPro file 
(see page 45). 

The (Fl) key may also be used to abort a function at any of WordPro 64 
input prompts. For example, if you are using the Erase function (see 
below), and the Status Line is waiting for the press of either the !'! or 1" 
keys, pressing (Fl) will abort the entire Erase function. 

Simple Functions 

Many of the following functions come in 
suggested that you learn how to use them. 
of time and work! 

quite handy, therefore it is 
They can save you quite a bit 

Erase 

(LOGO) e initiates the procedure for erasing all or part of your text. To 
access this function: 

(1) Press (LOCO) e 
(2) Press either a -to erase "all" of your text, or r to erase 

the "remainder" of your text, defined as everything after 
the cursor position. 

Goto Line (#) 

(LOGO) g initializes the Goto Line (#) function. This function allows you 
to quickly go to any line of your text you wish. To use this function, 
follow these steps: 

(1) Press (LOGO) g 
(2) Type in the number of the line you wish to go to. 
(3) Press (RETUI\K) 

Program Restart 

(LOGO) (CTRL) r will cause a complete Restart of WordPro 64. Usc this 
function if you \vish to change the number of lines for J\Jain or r':xLra 
Text. Be careful, wilen you usc this function, you will lose all text 
currently in memory. Memorize your text to disk first! 
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Quit 

<LOGO) <CTRL) g lets you quit WordPro 64. Make sure all your files have 
been saved on disk before using this function. To quit WordPro 64, hold 
down both the <LOGO) and <CTRL) keys, and press g. Your Commodore 64 
will do a cold start and return you to the power up message of Commodore 
BASIC. 

Reformat Paragraph 

When you have done a lot of text editing, your paragraphs may begin to 
contain lines with extra spaces between words, excess right side space, or 
even blank lines in the midst of your text. To clean up a paragraph, place 
your cursor at it's beginning, then type <LOGO) r. WordPro 64 will then 
remove all the unwanted spaces and make your paragraph neat again. The 
structure of all words will be maintained, WordPro 64 will not break any 
up. 

Tabs 

<LOGO) s is used to set tabs. Cursor over to the column where you wish 
to set a -tab, then type <LOGO) s. This will cause a tab marker block to 
be printed under the status line -in the same column as the cursor is in. 
To actually tab over to that position, press the <ARR LEFT) key. 

<LOGO) c will clear one tab at a time. Move the cursor under the tab 
position that you wish to clear, then type <LOGO) c. The tab marker 
block at that tab position will disappear, showing that the tab has been 
cleared. 

<LOGO) k clears all set tabs. 

Version Number 

<LOGO) !! gives you the Version Number of the WordPro 64 program that 
you are using. 

Warm Start 

<R/S) <RESTORE) will cause a Warm Start of WordPro 64. If your 
Commodore 64 will not respond to any commands, hold down the <R/S) key, 
and sharply hit the <RESTORE) key until the message "Warm Start" appears 
in the Status Line. This function lets you recover from a computer lock up 
without losing any of your text. 
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Drive Numbers 

WordPro 64 can handle up to four Commodore, or 100% Commodore 
compatible, disk drives. Their default drive values are: 

WordPro 64 Drive 0 device 8, drive 0 
WordPro 64 Drive 1 device 8, drive 1 
WordPro 64 Drive 2 device 9, drive 0 
WordPro 64 Drive 3 device 9, drive 1 

If you wish to change any of these default values, you must use the "wp64 
install" program. For instructions on how to use this program, see Appendix 
A. 

Directory 

To call up a diskette Directory follow the steps outlined below: 

(1) Press <F3). 
(2) Type in the Drive Number of the relevant disk drive (Q, 

I, 2 or 3). 
(3) Press <RETUR:-':). 

To call up one specific filename from the disk, follow steps (1 ) and (2) 
above, then type in the filename desired followed by <RETURl'\). 

To call up a series of filenames from the disk with common beginning 
characters, follow steps (1) and (2) above, then type in the common 
beginning characters followed by an asterisk (*), and a <RETURN). 

To call up filenames on a disk with common file types, follow steps (1) and 
(2) above, and then type * !! for Sequential files or '" '" J2 for Program 
files. 

The preceding methods may be combined to recall very specific file names. 
For example: 

<F3) 0 il * <RETURN) will display all file names on the 
diskette in Drive 0 beginning with "a". 

<F3) 1 e * <]{ETURN) will display all file names on the 
diskette In Drive 1 that start with "te". 

<F3) 0 " '" = [l <RETURN) will display all file names on the 
diskette in Drive 0 that start with "z" AND are Program tn)e 
files. 

<F3) 2 * = s <RETURN) will display all file names on the 
diskette in DrIve 2 that are Sequential type files. 
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The WordPro 64 ciiskette Directory is passive, meaning tll,ll it will "ot erase 
any of your text. Wlwn a Directory is called, it is placed in <l sp0cial 
work buffer. Tile Directol'\" will remain, untouched, in tllis huffer until the 
buffer is Ilsecl hy anothel' ['unction. To instantly recall tl1e clirccLOry, pres,; 
(F:J) (1'3) (the (r:l> key twice). NOTE: If you have smcd il new file to 
your diskette or "scI'ntched" (I'emoved) a file from your diskette, pressing 
<1'3) twice will gi\e you i1l1 incorrect directory. In this Cilse, Y"ll llilist 
recall your dircetory starting with (F3) then the Dril'e Number of tile' 
relevaIlt drive. Any additional characters are optionnl, but you must still 
press (1{['TURN). 

To return to text mode, press (Fl), 
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File COllllllands 

Rccall 

To I<ccall a file from your diskette into \Yordf'ro Ei4, follol\· the steps 
outlined he low: 

(I) Press <F7>. 
(2) Press r for "Recall". 
(3) Enter -the Drive Number from which you wish to [<ccilll 

thc file (0, 1, 2 or 3; if none giYcn, last accessed drive 
assumed). . -

(4) Press: (if no Drive i\umiJer given, omit this step). 
(5) TH)e -in the filename, exnclly ilS it appears in the 

diskdte's Directory. 
(6) Press <FETURN>. 

Your disk drive should start to spin, then Wordl'ro (j.{ \1 ill cleilr the 
screen. Once the file hils been cOIllpletE'ly loaded, it will appear on the 
screen. YOll v\"lll be in the currently iletive iext ilrea (Extra or '\lain 
Text), even if you did the Recall from the Directory area. 

For pXilTIlple, if you wished to recall il file frolll DriH' 0, called "Words", 
you would type: 

<Fi) r 0 : W 0 r d s <RETjTfi0J) 

! f the file you wished to recall was not found, the Status Line will show: 

FrO: 62,File r\o~ FOIUld c= X L=X 

'\Ielllorize 

To :\lemorize a file from WordPro 64 into a disk file, follow these steps: 

(1 ) Press <F7). 
(2) Press In for !!),,'Tcrnorizc". 
(:3 ) Enter the Drive Number to which YOII \\·ish the file 

j\Icrnorized (0, 1, 2, or 3). 
(4) Tyl)C in a flJename thilt you wish th is file to be called. 
(5) Press <RFTURN). 

If there is alread:, a file on the diskette with that filename, the Status 
Une will displilY: 

REPLACE? IJ:. filename c= X L= X 

To rep];lee the existing disk file with the text cllrrently in memory, press 
<RETl;R:\). If YOIl do not wish to replace tlIe existing disk file, press 
<Fl) to abort the T\Iemori7:e. 
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Insert 

Sometimes the insertion of a disk file into the midst of text in memory 
comes in handy. Word Pro 64 allows you to do this, just follow these steps; 

(1) Position the cursor where the file is to be inserted. 
(2) Press <F7). 
(3) Press i for "Insert". 
(4) Enter - the Drive Kumber from which you wish tile file 

Inserted (0, 1, 2, or 3; if none given, last accessed drive 
assumed). - - - -

(5) Press; (if no Drive Number given, omit this step). 
(6) Type in the name of the file that you wish inserted. 
(6) Press <RETURK). 

The disk will start to spin, then you will see the file insert itself into your 
text. 

With Insert capabilities, it's easy to save paragraphs as a separate file and 
insert them into your text whenever you need them. 

Time Savers 

In the previously discussed Directory and File Commands, there are a couple 
of convenient WordPro 64 shortcuts. These are outlined below. 

Last Accessed Drive 

Once you have accessed a disk drive, WordPro 64 remembers which Drive 
Number it was. When you wish to Recall, or Insert, from/to the last 
accessed drive, you can leave out the Drive Number and the ; from these 
commands. Word Pro 64 will automatically retrieve your file from the last 
accessed drive. This is especially convenient if you are using only one disk 
drive, as you never have to enter a Drive Kumber and.. (If you have not 
accessed a drive since powering up WordPro 64, the drive it will use is 
Drive #0.) 

Screen Head 

When using any WordPro 64 function, instead of typing in whatever text the 
function requires, you may read it directly off of the screen. Just place 
the cursor at the beginning of the words you are interested in, start the 
function as usual, then press <F3) to enter the text directly from the 
screen. Text will be read from the cursor position to the end of the 
current screen line, or up to the maximum number of characters allowed at 
the current input prompt. 
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Filename Storage 

When a file is loaded into either Text Area (Extra or Main Text), its 
filename and Drive Number are also loaded. Filenames can be retrieved 
with the (F5) key. When using any furiction, pressing (F5) will enter this 
stored filename. 

When Memorizing a file, pressing (F5) in response to the "MEMOl-iIZE 
DRIVE # ?" question will enter both the stored Drive Number and stored 
filename. This saves you the time it takes to type the name in manually. 
If you want to Memorize to another drive, enter its Drive Number, then 
press (F5). You may also use (F5) to Recall the same file again, or to 
Insert it into text. 

A special application of this ability allows us to easily Fecall files from the 
directory area. Try this: 

(1) Call up a Directory «F3) Drive Number D, 1, 2, or 3). 
(2) Move the cursor down to a line on which the -filename of 

a WordPro 64 file is found. (You may also tab over to 
the second column with the (ARR LEFT) key, if the file 
you want is in the second column.) 

(3) Press (F7) then r: for Recall. 
(4) Press (F5). 

You will find that WordPro 64 has entered the correct Drive Number, 
followed by the name of the file to the right of your cursor. You did not 
have to type it in! Just press (RETURN), and the file will be Recalled. 
The (F5) key also works this way when doing an Insert. 

In summary, there are three possible items that can be recalled with the 
(F5) key. These are: 

(1) In Main Text, the filename of the last file loaded to Main 
Text. 

(2) In Extra Text, the filename of the last file loaded to 
Extra Text. 

(3) In the Directory Area, the characters found under the 
cursor until the end of the column line. «F5) works 
much like (F3) while in a Directory; but it also places 
the Drive Number and a colon before the read characters.) 

Next File Load 

If you are working with a Linked document (see Linked Files, page 19), you 
may quickly Recall the next file. To do this, start a Recall, then press 
the (CLR/HOME) key. The filename of the file specified in the "nx" 
Intext Command (see page 29) will appear on the Status Line. Press 
(RETURN) to begin Recall of the file. 

You may access the "nx" filename at any string input with the (CLR/HOME) 
key; however, the only really practical use of this is to enter filenames 
when Recalling WordPro or SEQ files. 
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Text Deletioll 

<LOGO) d initiAtes the text deletion procedure. To delete words, sentences 
or paragraplls of text, follow these steps: 

(1) Position the cursor at the beginning of tIle text you \\ish 
to delete. 

(2) Press <LOGO) d. 
(3) Press (w) for word, (s) for sentence, (p) for paragraph as 

manv times as required until the entire area to be deleted 
is highlighted. Highlighted text will appear in yellow, or 
in the colour chosen for Range Colour after use of the 
"wp64 install" program (see Appendix A). 

(4) Press <RETURN). 

Once Y011 have pressed return, WordPro 64 will display: 

C= X L= X 

Then the highlighted text will disappear from the screen. This text does 
not disappear cOInpldely tilough. It is placed into a temp0rilry huffer (the 
same buffer that the Ilirectory uses), so if you have deleted text ill error, 
you nwy still rf>eall it, as lung; as you have not uSt~d the lJuffer for 
anything else. See Text TransfE'r (below), for instructions 011 how to n'('illl 
the buffer. 

Text Copy 

<LOGO> 1 starts the SeL Range procedure. This function is used Lo set the 
range of material to be copied into the buffer tilat the Transfer function 
recalls. You use this function when you wish to duplicate sections of your 
text. 

To set the range of text to be copied: 

(1) Position the cursor at the beginning of the text you wish 
to copy. 

(2) Press <LOGO) j. 
(3) Press (w) for word, (5) for sentence, (p) for parngraph as 

many times as required until the section to be copied is 
all highlighted. 

(4) Press <RETl:R;\;). 

The highlightecl ilrCil is nmv duplicated in the buffer, where you rnily rnove 
it to another location with the Transfer function. Note that the original 
text is not affected. 

Text Transfer 

<LOGO> t is used to transfer the contents of the buffer to text. The 
buffer should have been filled by using the Text Deletion or Text Copy 
functions mentioned above. When used with Text Deletion this acts as a 
transfer text function, and when used with Text Copy this acts as a copy 
text function. Simply position the cursor where the text is to be inserted 
and press <LOGO) t. You will then see the text in the buffer insert into 
your text. -
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Linked Files 

When a file exccl'ds the amount of lines available in memory it must t){: 
broken down into two or more files. To keep the document intact for 
printing or editin!'; functions, WordPro 64 allows you to "link" tht' files 
together, by usin" an "lntext Command" (these are discussed thoroughly on 
pages 24 to 29), The lntext Command for linking a file takes the follo\\in" 
syntax: 

'.!nx:dn:filename( 

where "dn" is the Drive Number on which the next linked file is to be 
found (this is optional). To place thc "nx" command at the end of the 
first file, use the following steps: 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Load the first file into memory and position the cursor at 
the end of the file, at the BEGINKING of a new line. 
Press <LOGO) L. A checkmark will appeilr on the screen. 
Enter nx:. 
OI'TlO.'::AL: Enter the Drive Number of the 
followed by a colon. If the files are on 
diskette, this is not necessary. 
Enter the name of the second file. 
Press <PETt:PN). 
Save the (first) file back to disk. 

seconcl 
lhe 

file, 
same 

This Links the two files together. 

Local and Global Options 

Some functions use "Local" or "Global" options. If you select the Local 
option (press I), only the text you presently have in memory will be 
consiclered. If- you select the Global option (press gl, you will be promptecl 
with: 

c= X L= X 

WordPro 64 expects you to enter the name of the first LINKED file you 
wish the chosen function to start at. Once you have entered its name, 
and pressed <PETt'R'\'), this first file will be loaded and the chosen 
function will be applied to it (entering <ARR UP) <RETURN) will start with 
the file currently in memory). After the first file has been finishecl \\ilh, 
the next file (the one specified in the "nx" command at the end of the 
previous file) will be loaded, and the chosen function will be applied to il. 
This process wi!! continue until the lilst linked file is reached (the last file 
does not have an "nx" at its end.) 

For example, you may wish to print out an entire linked file, which may be 
composed of a number of sepilraie disk files, linkecl together with "nx" 
Intext Commands. 

Dor, , t forget, you do not have to choose the Global option, you can still 
choose the Local option to consider only the file currently in memory. 
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Searches 

There are three methods of searching for specific data, tile straight Search 
(or Find), Search and Replace, and Multiple Word Search and Replace. All 
of these methods arc discussed below. 

Find 

<LOGO) f initiates the Find function. Find is used when you wish only to 
locate a -string of text characters. Follow these steps: 

(I) Press <LOGO) f. 
(2) The Status Line will show the previous Search string, if 

any. Press <RETURN) to accept this string, otherwise 
enter the character string to be found, followed by a 
<RETURN). 

(3) Select the Search Options you wish to activate (see 
Search Options, page 21). 

(5) Press <RETURN). 

Once the Search string is located, the cursor will be positioned at it's 
end. You may edit this string or the text around it as if a Search was 
never conducted. 

Hunt 

<LOGO) h starts a Hunt for the next occurrence of a string found by the 
Find function. If you wish to continue searching for the same string, just 
press <LOGO) h. The cursor will be placed at the end of the next 
matching string, -as if the Find had just started. 

Search and Replace 

<LOGO) @ starts the Search and Replace function. To carry out a Search 
and Replace, follow the instructions below: 

(1) Press <LOGO) @. 
(2) The Status Line will show the previous Search string, if 

any. Press <RETURN) to accept this string, otherwise 
enter the character string to be found, followed by a 
<RETURN). 

(3) Enter the string which you wish to Replace the Search 
string with, followed by <RETURN), or just press 
<RETURN) to accept the previous string, if any. 

(4) Select the Search Options you wish to have active (see 
Search Options, page 21). 

WordPro 64 will now find all occurrences of the Search string, and replace 
them with the Replace string. You will see each Replace carried out on 
the screen. If the Search string found has it's first letter capitalized, the 
Replace string will have it's first letter capitalized automatically. Thus 
words at the beginning of sentences will remain capitalized. 
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One point to note about Search and Replace is that it can not be used to 
find more than one word. If you type in more than one word as the 
Search string, all spaces will be converted to "Forced Spaces" (see Forced 
Spaces, pag-e 10), then WordPro 64 will search for the converted string 
(which it probably won't find). It is necessary to rEsallow multiple word 
searches due to the way in which the screen is formatted. A multiple word 
search string may take up more than one screen line. Actually replacing 
such a string would be extremely complicated. 

Furthermore, Search and Replace will not find what you are searching- for if 
it is a substring of another (as "men" will not be found in the word 
"comment"). The exceptions to this are words ending with "es" or "s" (ie; 
"mens"); or words beginning or ending with non-alphabetic characters (ie; 
"[men]"). 

Multiple Word Search and Replace 

(LOGO) = is used to call the Multiple Word Search & Replace function. 
The extra- text area may be used to create a list of words to be searched 
for and word to replace them. Type in the search string (word to be 
searched for) starting in column 1, then tab or space over to column 21 on 
the same line and type in the replace string. When your list is completed, 
switch back to main text and press (LOGO) then select the search 
options you wish to have active. 

Search Options 

After entering a (LOGO) f or (LOGO) ~, you have a variety of Search 
Options. These are described below. 

Absolute Search: 

Press the a key if you want to search for EXACTLY the string- you 
entered. This option is generally selected if you wish capital letters to be 
significant. For example, if the search string is "Dog", and you have 
selected Absolute Search, you will find "Dog", but you will not find "dog". 

You must now enter either 
Global Search (sec below). 

Local Search: 

(small letter "L") for Local Search, or g for 

Press the I (small letter "L") key if you wish to search only Locally, ie; in ... 
the text currently in WordPro 64' s memory. 

Global Search: 

If you select a global search WordPro 64 will prompt you for the first 
filename of the linked files you wish to search. Type in the filename then 
press (RETURN>. 
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For a detailed rlescription of Linked Files and Global or Local Options, see 
pilge 19. 

\ariablC' Strings 

,:I. \'ilriilble Strin~ is simply a "string" of characters. You use Variable 
Strings to save typin~. For example, if you were tn)ing a document in 
\\'hich you refer to "International Business :'v1acltines" milny times, instead of 
typing' the \\'hole name every time, you could just recall a variable string 
namerl "ibm". (The first way takes 31 keystrokC's; thp second tilkes only 
G!) To define a variable string, follow these steps: 

(1) Switch to the Extra Text area « LOC;O) x). 
(2) Press <ARR CP). 
(:l) F'nter the Variable String's name (anything you wish, up to 

Hi characters.) 
(4) Press <,:l.RR CP). 
(5) Press =. 
(6) Enter 'the variable string. \'ariabIe strings may contain 

any characters you wish: except for <RETCR'J). Sec 
Variable Lines if you \\'ish to include <RETCR'J)s. 

(7) Press <RETURN). 

Vilriilble Strings can be any length you 
amount of space available in Extra Text). 
ilssiguments ilre: 

wish (just not longer than the 
Some eXillnple of Variable Strin~ 

ibm =Iniernational Business l\iachines( 
\\1> =\\'ordPro 64( 
date =Septemher 30, 1961 ( 

Recalling \ariablc Strings 

When in 1\1ain Text, to print a Variable String into your text: 

(1) Position the cursor where you would like the 
appear. 

(2) Press <LOGO) v. 
(3) Enter the name of the \'ariable String' you want. 
(4) Press <RETUR'J). 

string to 

The \'ilriable String will then appear. One thin~ to note is that Variable 
Strings will write over existing text, instead of insertin~ tl1Pmselves. If 
you wish Variable Strings to insert themsclves into your text, you must first 
enter InsC'rt 1\10de (see page 8). 

Variable Lines 

Variable Lines are much like Variable Strings. 
ilS long as you wish, but not longer than 
Text. To define a group of Variable Lines: 

:'\gain, Variable Lines may lw 
the space available in Extra 

(1) Switch to the Extra Text area «LOGO) x). 
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(2) Press <ARR UP). 
(3) Enter the Variable Lines' nilme (anything you wish, up to 

16 characters.) 
(4) Press <ARR UP). 
(5) Press (EETURN). 
(6) Enter as many variable lines as you wish. 

Variable lines will be considered finished whcn (il) end of text is reached, 
(b) another variable name is encountered, or (c) an HId" Intext Command is 
encountered (see Form Letters, page 40). 

An example of a group of Variable lines called "address" is: 

laddressl( 
Spinnaker Software,( 
One Kendall Square,( 
Cambridge, Massachusetts,,, 
02139( 

Recalling Variable Lines 

When in Main Text, to insert a group of Variable Lines into your tcxt: 

(1) Position the cursor where you would like the Lines to be 
inserted. Variable Lines are always inserted, they will not 
cover over existing text. 

(2) Press <LOGO) ~. 
(3) Enter the nmne of the Variable Lines you wish to insert. 
(4) Press (RETl'RN). 

The Variable Lines will be inserted starting on the line below your cursor 
position. 
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Intext Commands 

Intext Commands are commands used to format WordPro 64 output. As their 
name implies, they are located within text. Multiple Intext Commands can 
be placed on the same line provided they are separated by colons (excepting 
"fp", "hd" and "ft", which may be preceded by a colon, but may not be 
followed by a colon or semi-colon). The first character on an Intext 
Command line must be the checkmark symbol. l'vlost Intext Command lines 
must end either with an end of paragraph (EOP, "(") symbol, or a 
semicolon. The exceptions are "hd" and "ft" , which must end with an EOI' 
symbol. If you end an Intext Command with a semicolon, any characters 
after the semicolon will be treated as ordinary text, not an Intext 
Command. 

<LOGO) L produces the checkmark symbol. 

REMEMBER: THE FIRST CHARACTER 
MUST BE A CHECKMARK SYMBOL. 
INTEXT COMMAND LINES MUST BE 
(SEMICOLON). 

ON ALL IrHEXT COMMAND LINES 
THE LAST CHARACTER ON ALL 

AN "(" (EOP) SYMBOL, OR A";" 

The following lists what the Intext Commands are, and how to use them. A 
[#] (or a [ ]), rp[lresents a nllmPric [l!1rrlmpter (or a string parameter). 
The documentation on the Command in question will define what parameters 
may be used. 

If you do not use the Command described, WordPro 64 will use the 
Command's default value. For example, if you do not set the left margin, 
WordPro 64 will automatically assign it the value 1. 

cm[ Comment 

This Command allows you to place Comments within your text. You may 
use any character string (ie; letters, numbers, symbols and/or spaces) as a 
Comment. Comments do not affect any kind of Output in any way, they 
are there only for notes. An example of a Comment would be: 

/cm:This is File Number 10.( 

Default: none 

1m[#1 Left Margin 

This Command is used to set the column number of the left margin. 
Columns start at the left side of a page at column number 1. The 
following is an example of how to set the left margin at column ten: 

,jlm10( 

Default: 1 
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rm[#] Right Margin 

This Command is used to set the column number of the right margin. The 
following is an example of how to set the right margin to 70: 

yrm70( 

Default: 80 

In[#] Lines 

sp[#] 

This Command causes the specified number of blank lines to be left in your 
output. You use this Command instead of typing <RETUR:\I)s in your 
document, to avoid wasting valuable lines. (You only have so many lines 
available for use in each text area). 

Default: none 

Spacing 

This Command is used to set eithcr single, double or triple spacing. To use 
this Command Simply type in the Command followed by the number 1,2, or 
3, depending on what type of spacing you wish. To change to -double 
spacing you would type the following: 

vsp2( 

Default: 1 

p#[#] Page Number 

In any field of a Header or Footer (sec below), a Page Number Symbol 
may be used as freely as any other printed character. When the Header or 
Footer is output, these Page Number Symbols will be replaced by the actual 
Page 1\Iumbcr. To enter a Page Number Symbol, type <SHIFT) (POUND). 

If you wish to change Page Numbers, you may reassign them with the Page 
Number Command. For example, to start all output with Page Numbers 
starting at Page 20: 

Vp#20( 

Default: 1 

hd[#]: [left],[ center], [right] Header 

Headers are lines that will appear at the top of every page. The Header 
Command consists of the Intext Command itself, followed by a numeric 
parameter, a colon, and three fields separated by commas. The numeric 
parameter defines the number of blank lines to be left between the Header 
and the body of text. The number of blank lines above the Header is 
defined by the "vp" Command (see page 27). 
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WordPro 64 will print the first field at the left margin, center the second 
field, and right align the third field. The following is an example of how 
to print a Header two lines ahove text with the Page Number right aligned: 

yfhdl :"Page Pn( 

Note that if you wish to leave fields empty, you must still enter all leading 
commas. In the example above, the first two fields were left empty, as 
only a right aligned Page Number was wanted. 

Default: none 

ft[ Ill: [leftl,[ ccnterl,[right] Footer 

A Footer is a line which is printed at the bottom of every page. The 
syntax of a Footer is identical to that of a Header. The numeric 
parameter represents the number of blank lines preceding the first line of 
the next page. Footer fields are formatted the same way that Header 
fields are. For instance, to print a Footer at the second last line of your 
page, with the Page ",umber centered: 

Vft1:,Pn,( 

Default: none 

hl[ II] Header Left 

This Command is used to set the left margin for Headers and Footers. This 
Command functions exactly the same as the "1m" Command except only 
Headers and Footers are affected by it. An example of how to set the 
left Header margin to 5 is shown below: 

y'hI5( 

Default: 1 

hr[ /I 1 lIeader Right 

This Commancl is usecl to set the Right 
This Command functions exactly the same 
Headers and Footers are affectecl by it. 
right Header margin to 7;") is shown below: 

Default: 80 
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pp[#] Printer Page 

This Command informs Word Pro 64 how many lines there me per page. On 
a standard 8 1/2" by 11" sheet of paper, with a form aclv~ance of 6 (the 
default), there are 66 lines. Calculate Printer Page by multiplying the form 
advance number by the length of page (in inches). 

Default: Infinite 

pg[#] Page Size 

This Command is used to tell WordPro 64 how many lines per page are to 
be allocated for text. When using a "pp" of 66 it is common to set the 
"pg" to 60. 

Default: Infinite 

V'p[ll] Vertical Positioning 

fp[#] 

This Command is used to leave the specified number of blank lines at the top 
of each page before anything, including Headers, is printed. With this 
Command, it is possible to always begin output with the paper at top of 
form yet begin printing some distance down. It is easier to let the printer 
space down than to keep repositioning the paper by hand. In effect, this 
Command acts much like a "top margin" Command would. With a "pp" of 66 
and a "pg" of 60, "vp" set to 3 will give you 3 blank lines at the top, but 
you will still get 6 at the bottom of your page. This is the most 
commonly used set up. 

Default: 0 

Forced Page 

This Command will cause the printer to skip to the top of the next page 
before printing any more text. A parameter number is not required; if it is 
present, Forced Paging will occur only if the specified number of available 
text lines, or less, are left on the Page. The Page refers to "pg", not 
"ppf!, 

Default: none 

ju[#] Justification 

This command is used to justify, or line up, both thc right and the left 
margins of text. The parameter number must be either zero or one; v' jul'; 
will turn Justification on, and jjuO'; will turn it off. 

In Non-Proportional printer outputs, full blank spaces are inserted between 
words to cause both left and right margins to line up. In order to give 
justified text an evenly packed appearance, spaces are inserted alternately 
from the left, then from the right. Character widths remain constant. 
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In Semi-Proportional output, character width remains the same, but extra 
space required to justify the line is spread evenly between words. This 
type of justification requires a printer capable of micro spacing. 

In True Proportional outputs, character size varies. For example, the letter 
"i" would be much narrower than the letter "w", givinR text a neat, even 
appearance. The extra space required to justify the line is spread evenly 
between words, as in Semi-Proportional outputs. You may only output in 
True Proportional print if your printer is capable of it. See Printer 
Modules, Appendix B. 

cn[#] Centering 

ra[#] 

This command is used to center text. The parameter number must be either 
zero or one; Icnl( will turn Centering on, and JcnO~ will turn it off. An 
example showing how to center one line follows: 

ycnl( 
Table of Contents - Book 1.4a - :\Jovcmber 25, 1964~ 

v'cnO~ 

The preceuill~ eXdlllvle wuuld result in the [ollo\A,;lng c(~nLc((;d title: 

Table of Contents - Book 1.4a - November 2;), 1964 

Right Alignment 

This command is used to align the right margins of text, leavinR the left 
margins jagged. The parameter number must be either zero or one; vra 1 ( 
will turn Right Alignment on, and jraD{ will turn it off. 

ma [#] Margin Release 

When used with a positive number, Margin Release will release the first line 
of each paragraph to the left by the specified number of spaces. Below is 
an example of how to release the margin four spaces to the left: 

Conversely, when Margin Release is used with a nC/;ative number, it will 
indent each para/iraph to the right by the absolute value of the specified 
number of spaces. Below is an example of how to indent each paragraph 
by five spaces: 

To stop the margin release function from releasing the margin in either 
direction simply turn it off with the following: 

v'maO( 

A Graphic Tab (see page 32) must be used to counter a !l.1argin Release 
once you have entered text outside the Left Margin. 
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ptl#] 

fa[#] 

Pitch 

This command changes the pitch of printed characters. The number which 
follows this command depends on the printer module (see Printer I\Jodules, 
Appendix B), but is usually the number of characters per inch you want 
printed. 1\ot all printers will support all pitches, to see what pitches your 
printer will support, see Printer Modules, Appendix 13, or your printer 
manual. Note that if you are using a daisy wheel printer, you will have to 
change print wheels whenever you chan?;e pitches. 

Form Advance 

The number specified in this command acts differently depending on the 
"Printer Module", but is usually the number of lines per inch to be printed 
on each page. Once again not all printers will support all form advances. 
To see which form advances your printer will support see Printer Modules, 
Appendix 13, or your printer manual. 

pc[#] Printer Command 

This command is used to send special instructions to your printer. See 
Printer Modules, Appendix 13, to determine whether or not this command 
applies to your printer. An example of a printer that can use this 
command is the 1520 Plotter; jpcO( to vpc3( are used to change pen 
colours. 

nx:filename Next 

The I\ext command is used to link a file to a second file. Refer to 
"Linked Files", page 19, and "Local or Global Options", page 3D, for a 
detailed explanation. 

mo[#] Margin Offset 

This is the Margin Offset command. It is used to offset margins for 
Output of double sided documents. For complete documentation of this 
command, please refer to Alternating Pages, page 34. 

dc[#] Double Column 

This command is used to define the width of each column for Output of 
"Double Column" documents. For a complete description of this command, 
please refer to Double Column Output, page 35. 
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Hclative ,\ssignments 

Certain Intext Commimds which do NOT use both posith'e and negative 
numbers, and do T\OT use I for on (and 0 for off), may be assigned by a 
l\clative Assignment. 

Helative Assignments may be used with: 

1m, rm, hI, hr, vp, pp, pg, pt, fa, sp 

To carry out il Helative Assignment, precede the numeric parameter with 
either a plus or minus sign. 

Lxample I: While printing a document, it is desired to print a parilgrilph 
indentcd to the right by 10 spaces. This would be accomplished by the 
following;: 

JhIl+IO( 
The text of the paragraph.( 
Jlm-IO( 

Example 2: A certilin chart is to be printed indented by 20 spaces, both 
on the left, and on the right, from the other text. Usp the following: 

Text Modifiers 

jlm+?O,rm-?O. 
This is the first line of the chart. 
This is the second line of the chart. 
and so OIl ... 

v'lm-20:rm+20( 

The following Text ~.TodifieAtion symbols may be plarec1 "ny\vh"r" within 
text. T\ot all printers are capable of the following functions; refer to 
Appendix B to check your printer's capabilities. 

Boldface 

Any character, word, sentence or pilragraph may be modified to print in 
Boldface print. To do this, there ilre two Boldface markers; a Boldface On, 
and a Boldface Off. The Boldface On marker should be placed directly in 
front of the first character that you wish to Boldface, the Boldface Off 
marker should be plilccd right after the last character that you wish to 
Boldface. If you clo not use a Boldface Off marker, Boldface will turn off 
at the next "(" (FOP symbol). 

The following keys are used to enter Boldface markers: 

<LOGO> 8 Boldface On 
<LOGO> 9 Boldface Off 

The Boldface On marker will ilppear on the screen ilS the lower half of an 
open square bracket; the Boldface Off mmker appears as the lower half of 
a close square bracket. It is easier to remember the keys requirecl if you 
think of the 8 key as the ( (it is a n(" when shifted), and the 9 key as 
the 1 (which Tt is when shifted). 
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Underlining 

Any charilcter, word, sentence or paragraph lIldY be Underlined. ,\s with 
Boldface, there are t\\'O Lnderline markers. Tile Lnderline On slloulrl be 
placeci before the first character that you wish to Cncierline, the Underline 
Off should be placed right after the last character you wish to Underline. 
Gnderlining is also turned off by a "(" (EOP symbol). 

These keys will enter the Underline markers: 

<LOGO) 
<LOGO) 

Underline On 
Underline Off 

The Underline On marker will appear on the screen as a upper right corner 
quarter block, the Underline Off marker will appeilr as a upper left corner 
quarter block. To remember the keys used, think of the Umjerline On as 
<LOGO) [, and Cnderline Off as <LOGO) 1 (these brackets appear on the : 
and i keys). 

Subscript 

To Subscript any chameter, place the Subscript marker directly in front of 
it. The Subscript marker will appear on the screen as an underl incd up 
arrow. To generate this marker, press these keys: 

<LOGO) ~ 

Superscript 

As with Subscripts, a Superscript marker should be placed directly in front 
of the character that you wish to Superscript. Superscript markers will 
appear on the screen as a down arrow with a line above it. To generate 
a Superscript marker, enter: 

<LOGO) 4 

Semi-automatic Hyphen 

A Semi-automatic H~l)hen placed within a word informs WorclPro 64 of 
where the word may be h:;lJhenated. If the entire word will not fit on a 
line, WordPro 64 tests to see if the hyphenated part will fit. If the 
hyvhenated part does fit, the word will be split, and a h~llhen printed at 
the end of its first section. If the complete word does fit on a line, it 
will be printed whole, without a hyphen. 

This is "semi" automatic or "soft hyphenation", rather than fully automatic 
hyphenation as found on very large computers. Large computers are able to 
divide each word as necessary, referring to an entire on-line dictionary for 
division points. This requires much more memory than is presently available 
in personal computers, and at least a hard clisk drive (as opposed to a 
floppy disk drive) would be needed. 
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The following keys will print a soft Hyphen. Position the cursor where the 
hyphen is needed, then press: 

<SHIFT) :: 

A double thickness hyphen will appear on the screen to represent the 
semi-automatic or soft hyphen. 

Graphic Tab 

A Graphic Tab, placed within text, has one of two effects. If it is 
followed by a numeric parameter, it will cause a tab to that column 
(relative to the Left Margin) during Output. If not followed by a numeric 
parameter, the Graphic Tab symbol will counter a Margin Helease, restoring 
the Left Margin. 

The Craphie Tab symbol, and it's numeric parameter (if any), must be 
surrounded by one space on either side. There should be no spaces between 
the Graphic Tab symbol and it's numeric parameter. Graphic Tnbs are 
cancelled by an EOP ("(") symbol. A Graphic Tab will appear on the screen 
as a filled-in greater than symbol (». To enter a Graphic Tab, press: 

<!..OGO> <POD!'!:!) 

Proportional printing creates problems with having columns line up. Using a 
Graphic Tab makes this quite easy. You may use as many Graphic Tabs per 
line as you wish. 

Examples: 
v'lm+4:ma4( 
(1) ~ The first point is one.-( 

First Name .40 Last Name( 
---------- ~40 ---------( 
Samuel .40 Osbournc( 
John .40 Whlte( 

The first example shows how to counter a margin release; the second shows 
how to print two columns of data, one beginning at the Left Margin, and 
the next at 40 spaces from the Left Margin. 
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Alternating Pages 

WordPro 64 has a group of features that allow you to format the printing 
of alternate pages very conveniently. If you examine a printed book, or a 
magazine, you will most likely find that: 

(1) Page Numbers alternate; on the left page, the Page 
Number appears on the left edge, while on the right page, 
the Page Number appears on the right edge. 

(2) Chapter, book or magazine titles, both in Headers and 
Footers, alternate much like the Page Numbers do. 

(3) Margins may be larger either on the "outside" of the 
print, or on the "inside". Wider "inside" Margins are used 
especially when the document is to be punched with a 
three hole punch and placed in a binder. This way no 
words will be punched out, as all the punch holes remain 
in the Margin. 

WordPro 64, supports commands that can handle all of the above items. 
This comes in very handy if you intend to double side photocopy your 
output, or if you intend to print your output double sided. (Double Sided 
printing is discussed under "Output", page 36). 

The following Intext Commands are used to create Alternating Output. 

hd[#]:[ieft],[center],[right] Header (shifted) 

This command is only a variation on the ordinary Header command. The 
only difference in syntax is that the colon after the "hd[#]" has been 
replaced with a semi-colon. However, on output, this semi-colon causes 
Headers to Alternate right and left fields; thus you may have the Page 
Number Alternate sides so that it is always on the side furthest from the 
binding. The following is an example of a Header containing a Page 
Number that would alternate sides each page, starting on the left: 

vlhdl ;Page Pn( 

The following Header would produce an alternating Page Number, which 
starts at the right, and a constantly centered "Title": 

v'hdl;, Title,Page Pn( 
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ft[#];[left],[centerJ,[right] Footer (shifted) 

This command is only il variation on the ordinary Footer command. The 
only difference in syntax is that the colon ilfter the "ft[#]" has been 
replaced with a semi-colon. As in the ilbove Heaeler examples, the 
semi-colon causes Footers to alternate right ilnd left fields. The following 
is an example of il Footer that would print: 

"page Pn Wilderness Trails Chapter 6" 

on all· odd numbered pages; and: 

"Chapter 6 Wilderness Trails page Pn" 

on all even numbered pages: 

v'ft1 ;page Pn, Wilderness Trails,Chapter 6( 

Notc that causing Footers to alternate is completely separate from causing 
Headers to alternatc. Thus you may alternilte either or both. 

mo[n1 Margin Offset 

The :Vlmgin Offset command affects all margins ("1m", "rm", "hI", and "hr") 
on alternate pages. AI ternate pages are considered ilS the second, fourth, 
sixth, etc., pages Output. Kote thilt alternate pages are NOT Page 
Numbers 2. 4. 6, etc.; Margin Offset is complctely independent of Page 
l'Jumber. 

Margins on every normal page (Hie first, third, fifth, etc., pages output) are 
defined by the "1m", "rm", "hI", and "hr" Intext Commands. Alternatc Page 
Margins take into account the spcci fied l\largin Offset, if any. 

If the number specified in the l\Iargin Offset is positive, Alternate Pages 
will have all their Margins shifted to the left by that many spaces. If the 
:Vlargin Offset number is negative, Alternate Page Margins will be shifted to 
the right by the specified number of spacf's. 

For example. assume you wish to print a double sickd docllTnent, three hole 
punch it, then pliJce it in a binder. Assume that Page I is your cover 
page, ilnd lies on the right side of the binder when the binder is first 
opened. If you chose a Left Margin of 15 (allowing a large Left Margin 
for the punched holes), ilnd a BJght Margin of H3, you Illay find that on 
Pages 2, 4, 6, etc., the hole puncher has removed some of your text. 
(Remember that Pages 2, 4, 6, etc., are on the reverse side of Pages 1, 3, 
5, 7, etc.). 

To create a lilrger Right Margin, you would choose il I\largin Offset number 
equal to 10. This Offset will shift all margins on Alternate Pages (2, 4, 6, 
8, etc.) to the left by 10 spaces. Effectively, your Alternate Page Margins 
become Left Margin 5, Right Margin 75. This shifts all text on Alternate 
Pages to the left by 10 spaces, allowing a large Margin for the punched 
holes. Note that the Margin Offset also affects "hI" and "hr", not jllst only 
"Irn" and "rm". 
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Double Column Output 

WordPro 64 allows you to output true Double Column pages. This function 
does not require negative form feeds (running the printer back to top of 
page to print the second column). However, you must have plcnty of disk 
space available, especially if you are using a dot matrix proportional printer 
module (see Printer Modules, page 55). 

The following is a step by step guide detailing exactly what happens when 
WordPro 64 carries out a Double Column output: 

(1) The first item printed will be the page Hender. 
will only be one Header on each page, not two. 

(2) Your disk drive will begin to spin. WordPro 

There 

64 will 
format the left column of this page of your document, 
then place it on disk, in a disk file called "leftside". If 
"leftside" alrendy exists, it will be replaced. 

(3) Once the entire left column of the page has been placed 
on disk, WordPro 64 will begin to recall it, line by line. 
When each line is recalled, the corresponding right column 
line will be added to it, then the entire line will be sent 
to your printer. Your printer will print out one line of 
text, separated into two columns. 

(4) This process will continue until you have a' full page of 
Double Column text, at which time the Footer will be 
printed. As with the Header, there will be only one 
Footer per page, not two. 

(5) The above steps will repeat for each pap;c output. 

To create a Double Column Output, only one Intext Command is necessary; 
the "de" command. A description follows: 

dc[#] Double Column 

This command is used to set the width of each column for a Double Column 
Output. The numeric parameter must be at least one larger than the Right 
l\largin, "rm". This number plus "1m" rcpresents the l.eft I\Targin for the 
second column. 

For example, assume you wish to print a Double Column Output on a 
standard 80 column page. The first step would be to choose Left and Right 
Margins for the first (left) column only. Assume a Left Margin of 5 and a 
Right Margin of 35. Selecting a "de" of 40, you would have a Double 
Column Output with first column margins of "lm5", "rm35"; and second 
column with effective margins of "lm45" and "rm75". 

I<ecall the "de example" from your WordPro 64 disk and try it. 
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A quick way to check if your Margins are correct follows: 

Output 

(1) Add the numeric parameter of the "de" command to the 
Left Margin (of the first column). This is where the Left 
Margin of the second column will be. Make sure this is 
larger than the Right Margin of the first column! 

(2) Add the same "de" number to the Right Margin (of the 
first column). This is where the Right Margin of the 
second column will be. Make sure that this is still on 
your printed page. 

(F5) (or (LOGO) 0) initiates the Output sequence of WordPro 64. There 
are many Output Parameters and Types you may select which will affect 
Output of your text. If you press (RETURN) directly after entering 
Output, only the default Output Parameters of Continuous Output, one copy, 
and Printer Output Type, will be valid. 

Output Parameters 

Many Output Parameters can be used together, but not all. Continuous and 
Non-continuous, Odd Pages and Even Pages, and Global and Local are all 
opposites, therefore these Parameters may not be used together. 

When Output Parameters are selected, a flag will appear, disappear, or 
change on the Status Line. These flags are shown in square brackets ([ ]) 
during the following discussion of each Parameter. 

Continuous or Non-continuous Output 

c will toggle between Continuous [:C:] and Non-continuous [:N:] mode. 
Continuous mode results in Continuous Output; Non-continuous mode Outputs 
will pause after each page printed, and re-start only after c (continue) is 
pressed. Use Continuous mode when using fan folded (conneCted) sheets of 
paper. Non-Continuous mode is suitable for single sheet printing, where you 
must pause after each page printed and insert a new piece of paper. 

Odd/Even Page Output 

o selects Output of all odd numbered pages [:0:]. If no Page Numbers are 
used, pressing 0 will still Output alternate pages starting with the first 
page. See Double Sided Output, page 39, for details on the use of this 
parameter. 

e selects Output of all even numbered pages [:E:]. Similar to () above, if 
Page Numbers are not in use, pressing e will output alternate pa;:>;es starting 
with the second page. See Double Sided Output, page 39, for details on 
the use of this parameter. 
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Global/Local Output 

g selects Global Output mode [:G:]. If Global Output is not selected, Local 
Output is assumed. Once g has been pressed, you may not change back to 
Local Output. However, you may abort Output (remember <F1) is the abort 
key), then re-select it. (Local refers to only the file in memory; Global 
refers to all Linked files. See page 19 for a detailed description). 

If Global Output has been chosen and the final choice of either Visual, 
Map, or Printer output is entered, the status line will prompt: 

Global: --- -

Type in the name of the first of the linked files then press <lmTURN). If 
you wish to start from the file currently in memory, just press the 
<ARR UP) key. The first file will load into memory (if <ARR UP) not 
used), then it will be output. When output of the file is finished, the next 
linked file will be loaded, then output. This process will continue until the 
last linked file has been output. 

Multiple Copies 

x selects the Output of Multiple Copies. I\lultiple Copy Output may only be 
sent to the printer. Press!t, then the status line will prompt: 

: : :C: X 

Type in the number of print outs you wish (any number from 1 to 255) and 
press <RETURN). This will automatically start Output to Printer. The "X" 
at the far right of the Status Line will count down how many copies there 
nre left to print. For example, if you wanted 10 copies, and the printer 
had already printed one copy, the number 8 (there are 8 more copies after 
this one) would appear in place of the "X". 

Restart 

r allows the Restart of any output. If an Output has been aborted because 
<Fl) (the abort key) was pressed, or because an error was encountered in 
the file being output, it may be Restarted. Correct the error, or remedy 
the problem which resulted in the abort (if you wish, Memorize and Replace 
the file). You may then re-enter Output, select whatever Parameters you 
wish, press r to Hestart, then select Output Type (Map, Video, or Printer). 
The Output will begin at the start of the last uncompleted file. 

List Data 

1 selects Output from List Data (see page 37 for information on List 
Data). This type of Output will fill Variable Blocks (page 41) with their 
corresponding List DLlta, then Output the document. If there is further List 
Data, the Variable Blocks will be filled with it, then the document will be 
Output again. This process will continue until all the List Data has been 
used. 
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Output Types 

After Output Parameters have been selected, the Output Type must be 
specified. There are two Video Output Types, and one Printer Output 
Type. Once imy of these Types are selected, Output \\ill begin. 

Mapped Output (to Video) 

m selects Video Mapped Output. This is the 160 column \'ideo Output 
mode. In this mode, all characters are displayed as 2 by 2 pixel blocks 
(very small squares), thus are not readable. This mode allows you to see a 
representation of the format of your Output, allowing you to check 
paragrnph lenRths, lengths of Output pages, centering, justification, ctc.; 
baSically, you may view thc format of your Output before sending it out to 
the printer. To stop the Output at ilny timc, press any key except <Fl), 
the abort key. Any key will restart output. 

Video Output 

v selects Video Output. This is the 40 column mode of Visual Output in 
\\"hich side scrolling is enabled to (1110\\/ viewing of up to 160 columns. This 
mode of Output may be stopped by pressing 
abort key, then restarted by pressing any 
scroll sideways using the <RIGHT) and 
(CLR/HOME) key will return you to the left 

any key, other than the (Fl) 
key. When stopped, you Jllay 

(LEFT) keys; pressing the 
margin. 

To toggle between Video and IIlap Output Jllodes, stop the Output, then 
press the <ARR UP) key. 

Printer Output 

To do an Output to Printer, press <RETUHN) instead of v 
name states, your document will be Output to the Printer. 
you hilve chosen the proper Printer IIlodule for your printer. 
B for instructions on loaciing a Printer Module. 

Output to Disk 

or m. /\s the 
Be sure that 
See Appendix 

In order to Output a file to disk, you must first load a special "printer" 
module, called "disk module". For instructions on Loading il Printer Module, 
see Appendix B. 

Onee you have the "disk module" loaded, proceed just as if you were golnR 
to do a Printer Output (see above). You will then be prompted to enter a 
filename and destination Drive Number, and your Output will be sent to disk 
as a SEQ (Sequential) file in CBM ASCII. The SEQ file can be used by 
any program tJ1at inputs SEQ files, such as FilePro 64. 
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Double Sided Output 

With the Odd/Even Output Parameters, it is possible to print a document 
double sided. Double Sided printing requires fan fold (connected) paper. 
Follow thcse steps: 

(1) Leave one blank page connected to the paper that will be 
used. 

(2) Set the printer to begin printing on the top of the second 
page. 

(3) Output all Odd (or all Even) pages. 

(4) Remove the paper from the printer. You may tear off 
paper remaining after the last printed page, but this is 
not compulsory. 

(5) Turn the paper over. 

(6) Re-insert the paper into the printer, making sure the first 
(completely blank) page goes in first. 

(7) Set the printer to hegin printing at the top of the second 
page. This should be the back of the first page printed 
in step 2. 

(8) Output all Even (or all Odd) pages. 

This will produce a Double Sided document. Note: if your printer can not 
print on a page with no other pages connected below it (some friction feed 
printers can not), you will have to leave a completely blank page at the 
end of the printing carried out in step 2. 
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Form Letters 

In any Form Letter, there are items that vary. For example, if you wish 
to write a Form Letter like the following: 

Please be informed thilt 
overdrawn by the amount of 
[Date] to pay up. 

you, 
[$]. 

[Name], are 
You have until 

The items specified in the square brackets ([ ]) will be different for each 
one of your Form Letters. We will refer to these items as "Variable 
Blocks". 

For each Form Letter, you may have many groups of Variable Blocks. 
Groups of Variables Blocks will be referred to as "List Data". For example, 
if you wish to type four Form Letters of the format shown above, you 
would have four sets of List Data, each set containing three Variable 
Blocks. These could be: 

[Name] [$] [Date] 
John Smith $100 08/09 
Alfred Jones $ 50 12/23 
r~~ ....... l Dln_L d'(V)~ 10");""/1 
oJQ1HUC.1 .LJl(H_l\. .p~'LhJ l~/t.JV 

Jonathon Lee $ 22 12/31 

In order to specify where each Variable Block should be placed, we will 
refer to each Variable Block with a Data Number. In the above example, 
[Name] has a Data Number of one, [$] has a Data Number of two, and 
[Date] has a Data Number of three. 

Allocating Variable Block Space 

Spilce for Variable Blocks may be placed into Main Text with the following 
process: 

(1) Position the cursor where you would like your Variable 
Block to be placed. 

(2) Press <LOGO> l:J. 

(3) The Status Line will prompt you for a "Data U"; enter the 
Data :\umber of the Variable Block you wish to place 
here. 

(4) Press <RETURN) 

A small block will appear on the screen. This block is actually made up of 
two smaller blocks; when you insert your Variable Block into this location, 
it will have one small block at it's beginning, and one small block at it's 
end. A given Variable Block may appeilr as many times as you wish within 
your text. 
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Entering List Data 

To enter your List Data into Extra Text, you must first assign the number 
of Variable Blocks each List Data will contain. This is accomplished with 
the /Id # Intext Command. 

ld# List Data 

This command defines the number of Variable Blocks Pdch List Data will 
contain. This should be placed on the line above where the. actual List 
Data sets are found. 

In the previous example, there are three Variable Blocks making up each set 
of List Data. They are [Name], [L$], and [Datp]. Therefore, at the very 
beginning of the List Data entered, there should be a: 

v'ld3( 

Following this command should be the List Data itself. To separate 
Variable Blocks within List Data, you may use either (LOGO) z or 
(RETURN). Normally, (LOGO) z is used to separate each Variable Block, 
and (RETURN) is used at the end of the List Data in question. You may 
use only (LOGO) .?;:, or only (RETURN), though many (RETURN)s will use 
up a lot of lines. 

For the previous eX2mple, the List Data in Extra Text would be entered 
like this: 

/ld3(RETURN) 
John Smith (LOGO)z $100 (LOGO)z 08/09 (PETCR") 
Alfred Jones (LOGO)z $ 50 (LOGO)z 12/23 (PETCR'J) 
Samuel Black (LOGO)z $935 (LOGO)z 12/30 (RETURN) 
Jonathon Lee (LOGO)i $ 22 (LOGO)~ 12/31 (RETURN) 

Note: When you are using Extra Text for List Data, the List Data should 
be placed after any Variable Lines or Variable Strings. 

Variable Block Filling 

(LOGO) m allows you to manually fill spaces allocated for Variable Blocks 
in Main Text. Pressing (LOGO) m will place the cursor at the next 
Variable Block space found after the -current cursor position. You may then 
fill the Variable Block space by typing in required data by hand (you are 
automatically placed in Insert Mode). 

(F2) will clear all Variable Block spaces within the currently loaded file. 

(F4) will fill all Variable Block spaces with the first set of List Data. 

(F6) will fill all Variable Block spaces with subsequent sets of List Data. 

Using the above keys, it is possible to fill your Variable Block spaces by 
hand, or from List Data. You may wish to do this in order to observe the 
format of a Form Letter before printing it. 
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Form Letters may be printed in two different ways, either as a single Form 
Letter at a time, or all Form Letters at once. To print all Form Letters, 
by filling in the first List Data, printing, then filling in the next List Data, 
printing, and so on, use the "List Data" Output Parameter (see page 37). 
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Advanced Disk Commands 

Each of the following commands can be sent directly to the disk drive (all 
drive numbers mentioned are WordPro 64 Drive "umbers) using the steps 
below: 

(1) Press <LOGO) : (period key). 

(2) Once you see the ")" prompt on the Status Line, type in 
the command you wish to use. 

Format (;'\ew): nO:disk name,id<RETUI~N) 

Scratch: 

Rename: 

Initialize: 

This command will format the disk in the Drive D. with "disk 
name" and Hid!!. 

sl :filemIIIlc(RETURN) 

This command will scratch (remove) a file called "filename" 
from Drive 1. 

r3:nc\vname=oldname(RETURN> 

This command will rename a file called "oldname" to "newname" 
on Drive 3. NOTE: Rename will not change the name stored 
with the file (the one you may recall with (F5». If you 
rename a file, be very careful not to save it back under it's 
"oldname"! If you Memorize and use <F5) to enter the 
filename for you, you WILL end up saving it uncler the 
"oldname". To change the filename stored with the file, 
instead of using (F5) to enter the filename, TYPE the name 
in. Once Memorized this way, the "newname" name will be 
stored with your file. 

!! <RETURl\> 

This command will initialize Drive 1. If your Drive is having 
problems reading or writing, use this command. 

Validate (Collect): ~(RETURN> 

This command will validate the disk in Drive O. Use this to 
update the disk's Block Availability Map (BAM), freeing up 
sectors no longer in use. You must validate a disk whenever: 

(1) A Disk Full Error occurs. 

(2) You use (RIS) <RESTORE) to abort a 
Memorize function. 
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Duplicate: (\1 =O<HETURN) 

This command will duplicate the disk in Drive 0 on to the disk 
in Drive ]. De careful to get the Drive Numbers the right 
way around (this does not matter if you are duplicating a disk 
on to iJn unformatted disk - the command will give you a Head 
Error if you get the numbers the wrong way). To be safe, 
you should make sure that you have a Write Protect tab on 
your source disk. The Drives used must be on the same 
physical device. Not valid on a 1541. 

Copy (all disk): c3=2(RETUHN) 

Copy (files): 

This command will copy all the files on the disk in Drive 2 to 
the disk in Drive 3. Note that the Drive Number of the 
destination disk comes first. To be silfe, put a Write Protect 
tab on the disk that you wish to copy from. The Drives used 
must be on the Silme physical device. Not valid on a ]541. 

cl :destination file=O:source file<RETl:R,\) 

This command will copy a source file on 
destination file on Drive 1. Note that the 
name and Drive Number comes first. 

Drive 0 to a 
destination file 

Concatenate: 
,filen<RETURN) 

c2:destinatlon 

This command will join file I , file2, file3, up to , from Drive 3, 
then put a copy of all of it on to Drive 2, in destination 
file. Again, destination file name and Drive Number come first. 

In any of the above examples that use two disk drives, you are not 
to only those shown, but may substitute your own WordPro 64 
)lumbers. The Drive Numbers you substitute need not be different, 
in the case of the Duplicate and Copy (all files) commands. 

limited 
Drive 

except 

Examples: 
d2=3 will duplicate everything on Drive 3 on to the disk in 

Drivc 2. 

cO:Friends=1 :Pals will copy the file called "Pals" from Drive I, 
in to the file called "Friends" on Drive O. 

c3:Bigfile=l:smalll,sma1l2,sma1l3 will join together "smalll", 
"sma1l2", and "sma1l3" from Drive 1, and save it all as 
"Bigfile" on Drive 3. 

See your Disk Drive Manual for further information on these commands. 
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The Error Channel 

After sending a Direct Disk Command, it is always wise to check the Disk 
Error Channel to make sure the operation was successful. To rcad the 
Error Channel, just type (LOGO) , (comma key). The Error :Vlessage will 
appear in place of the Copyright Message on the Status Line. 

Loading Sequential (SEQ) Files 

In order to Recall a SEQ file, use the following steps: 

(1) Press (F8>. 

(2) Type in the requested ASCII code for the end-of-paragraph 
(EOP) character (13 for most Commodore software - in 
which case nothing need be entered here). 

(3) Press (RETURN) to enter the code. 

(4) Type in the name of the SEQ file desired. 

(5) Press (RETUEN). 

The screen will then clear, and you will see each line of the SEQ file 
loading. One note: this is the only Disk function that may be aborted with 
(Fl) (the abort key). Pressing (F1) will stop WordPro 64 from reading in 
any more of the SEQ file. 

Loading Old WordPro Files 

Files in any other WordPro format, such as WordPro 3+/64 files, or PET 
WordPro files, may be loaded into WordPro 64 with Recall, or Insert (pages 
15 and 16). Note that if you Memorize (page 15) from WordPro 64, it will 
always store the files in its own format (which uses much less disk space 
than the old WordPro format). 
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Global File Copy 

This function is used [or copying Linked Files (see page 19) from one Drive 
to another, even between separate physicol dcvices. Thus it is easy to 
copy, all at once, a long document composed of IIlany Linked Files, to 
another disk. Follow these steps: 

(l) Prcss <LOGO) ". 

(2) You will see the Status Line display: 

c= X L= X 

(3) Enter the Drive Number of your duplicate disk, thcn press 
(RETURN). 

(4) The Status Line will then display: 

Global: 
--- -

(5) Enter the Drive Number of your sourcc disk, a : (colon), 
thcn the name of the first Linked File of the -document 
you wish to copy. Press <RETURN). 

WordPro 64 will now Recall each Linked File, Memorizing each of them to 
the duplicate disk, until the entire document has been copied. 
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Special Characters 

There are only a finite number of characters available on the Commodore 64 
keyboard. They are: 

!IAn to "Z", 11 all to "Z", "Ol! to 119", 
and other symbols such as !"#$~&'() etc. 

We will call these Standard Characters. Beyond them, there are practically 
an unlimited number of other characters such as "daggers", "pipes", "tildes", 
letters with accents, etc. 

Of course, it is not possible for any printer to print all of these other 
characters, but your printer will most likely have some available. Check 
your printer's manual to find out what Non-standard Characters you can 
print. 

Some printers may also be able to overstrike. This means to print one 
character, backspace, and print another over top. For example, two 
Standard Characters can be combined to created a completely new one. 
The "equals" symbol could be overstruck with the "slash" symbol to produce 
a "non-equals". 

Some characters don't print anything at all. For instance, we may wish to 
ring the bell on our printer. This too represents a Kon-standard Character. 

Parameters of a Special Character 

The first step to defining a Special Character is to determine w ha t codes 
must be sent to the printer in order for it to print that character. 
WordPro 64 allows a Special Character to be made up of one, two, or 
three codes, though the result of these codes must be either a single 
printed character, or no character at all (like ringing the bell). 

An example of a three code character would be the previously mentioned 
"non-equals". To print one of thesc on a printcr (with overstrike 
capability), the following codes would need to be sent: 

61, 8, and 47 

61 is the code which prints the Standard Character "equals"; 8 is the code 
which causcs the printer to backspace by one character; and 47 is the code 
which prints the Standard Character "slash". 

Two code characters are not particularly common. One example of this 
would be a Special Character which backspaces, then prints a slash over the 
previous character. In some "pop" magazines, deliberately crossing out a 
word, to make it appear as though a mistake had been made, is a common 
ploy to generate humour. The two codes needed to perform this task would 
be: 

8, and 47 
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8 is the code used to cause the printer to backspace to the previous 
character, and 47 is the code to print the Standard Character "slash". 

One code characters are most common, and would simply be the code 
necessary to p;enerate thc required character. 

When a true proportional module is used, the size of thc Special Character 
must also be calculated. This size dcfines how many micro spaces wide the 
Special Character is. For non-proportional, or semi-proportional modules, 
this data is not necessary. 

Syntax of Code Definition 

Now that the codes needed to produce the desired Special Character have 
been determined, WordPro 64 must be informed of them. This is done via 
"Intext Commands". There are 10 available Special Characters, and 10 
Intext Commands for assip;ning them. They are: 

0= 1= 2= 3= 4= 5= 6= 7= 8= 9= 

These Intext Commands differ from those you have learned about previously 
in U,aL Lhey Illay require anywhere from one to four parameters. Each code 
is entered, in decimal, <1nd is separated from the next code by a "plus" 
sign. Here are examples of three, two, ilnd one code Special Character 
definitions: 

5=61+8+47 
7=8+47 
2=65 

3 Codes (non-equals) 
2 Codes (slash over previous character) 
1 Code (Upper Cilse nAn) 

If a size parameter is required for a proportional module, it is added to 
the end of the above definitions preceded by a comma. For example, let 
us presume the nnon-equals" symbol we have created is 1 0 micro spaces 
wide. It would be ass ip;ned as: 

0=61 +8+47,10 

If this Speciill Character was to be used with a non-proportional, or 
semi-proportional module, the 10 would be ignored. 

To Print or not to Print 

One final thing to consider is if the net result of the Special Character is 
to print, or not to print. Obviously, the "non-equals" symbol is a "print", 
and a bell signal is a "non-print", but what about the "b<1ckspace-slilsh"? 
Since the cClrriage ends up in the same place as it began, this is considered 
a non-printing Special Character. To signal Word Pro 64 that a given 
Special Character does not print, a minus sign is placed immediately after 
the Intext Command. For example: 

4=-8+47 
8=-7 

Backspace-slash 
Ring bell 
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Addressing Special Characters 

:\ow that we have the definitions at the beginning of our document. \\'e arc 
free to place the Special Chnrncters anywhere within our text. To address 
a Specinl Character. press nncl hold the <CTI\L> key, and then press the 
number key eorrespondin~ to the Special Character you me interested in. 
Each Specinl Chnrncter will show up nS a mininture version of the 
characters key number with an underline beneath it. 

You may use these Specinl Characters nS freely as you would any other 
Standard Character. 

Altering the Screen Appearance of Special Characters 

Little numbers with underlines nre fine to n point, but with the redefinablc 
charncter set capability of the C64, this seems trh'ial, nnd crude. To take 
the Special Chmncters one final step, their appearancc on the screen may 
be altered to correspond with their finn I appearance on the printer. 
Effectively, this produces brand new chnrncters for the C64 and essentially 
custom tnilors the chnrncter set to your needs! 

Each character on the Commodore 64' s screen is represented by 8 rows of 
8 dots. By selecting which of these 64 dots are to be "lit" and which arc 
not, a wide variety of imnges may be crented. 

The following eXnmple is a design for a "non-equals" symbol to accompany 
our previous defini lion: 

------00 
-----00-
00000000 
---00---
00000000 
-00-----
00------

The dnta to tell the Commodore 64 how to produce this shape mllst be 
entered in the form of 8 bytes of elata, represented in HEX format. To 
make this task more simple, think of the 64 dot matrix as 8 distinct rows, 
then break the rows in half like this: 

Row 0 - --00 
Row 1 -00-
Row 2 - 0000 0000 
Row 3 - ---0 0--
Row 4 - 0000 0000 
Row 5 - -00-
Row 6 - 00--
Row 7 -
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Using the following table of D/\SH/ZERO conversions ... 

0 ---0 
-0-- 4 -0-0 
0--- 8 0--0 
00-- C 00-0 

... it is possible to calculate 
example of 1!non-equals", 

Row 0 - 03 
Row 1 - 06 
Row 2 - FF 
Row 3 - 18 
Row 4 - FF 
Row 5 60 
Row 6 - CO 
Row 7 - 00 

those 

--0- 2 
5 -00- 6 
9 0-0- A 
D 000- E 

two !ldigitsll for each row. 
"digits" would be: 

--00 :l 
-OliO 7 
0-00 n 
0000 F 

lTsilig the ilbo\'e 

To enter a set of 8 HEX NCMBERS into WordPro 64, press (LOGO) +. 

The Status Line _. :11 
WIll prompt \i,-ith: 

C= 1 L= 

Press the numi:ric key corresponding to the Special CharaC'ter you wish t.o 
design. You will now be prompted to enter each of the 8 HEX 
NCMBERS. Jle sure that CAch number is entered as two distinct chClractcrs, 
regardless of whether they are zeros or not (i.e. 00 must be cntered ilS 
two D's, etc). 

Transporta lion of Special Characters 

The actual assignments of printer codes are part of the text, so it is easy 
to see that they will be saved with your document. What is not 
immediately obvious is that the screen shape alterations are also saved with 
the document. This means that each time a new file is recalled by 
WordPro 64, the screen appearance of the 10 Special Characters will change 
to what they were at the time that file was memorized. 

It is a good idcil to create a file containing only printer code definitions, 
plus appropriate screen appearance alterations. It is then possible to 
INSERT this file into any document you may be workin" on, giving you 
instant access to your chosen Special Characters. 

Other Vses of Special Characters 

One feature of the Commodore 6400 True Proportional :\10dule allows 
DOUBLE underlining as well as the traditional SINGLE underlining. In this 
module, two Special Characters are employed to fla" double underlining on 
or off. Since a module can be written to do literally anything with the 
data it receives, I used the ASCII values of 1 and 2 to turn on or off this 
mode within the module. 
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Choose two Special Characters, one to perform "double underlining on" and 
the other to perform "double underline off". My favorites are 8 and 9 
since they are also the open and ciose parenthesis keys, and when used 
with the (LOGO> key, perform "bold face on" and "bold face off". By 
maintaining this convention, it is easy to remember them, Now assign them 
as follows: 

8~-2:9~-1 

As you will note, the minus sign is used at the beginning of the definition 
to indicate to the word processor that these Special Characters do not 
actually print anything. 

In addition to this, I have designed some easy to follow screen appearance 
alterations to go along with these Special Characters. They are a letter 
"0" with two underlines to represent the "double underline on" function, and 
an "N" with two underlines to represent "double underlining off" (or 
"normal" underlining). They are: 

Chr 8 
Chr 9 

38,24,24,38,00, FF ,OO,FF 
24,34,2C,24,OO,FF ,OO,FF 

These two Special Characters are to be used in conjuction with, rather than 
in place of, the normal underline characters. Once the "on" character is 
used, all underlining will be double. Underlining will return to normal after 
an "off" character is used. 

A Tricky Use of Special Characters 

Before we end the discussion of Special Characters, a very useful 
implementation of them should be mentioned. Users of true proportional 
modules quickly become aware that strings of periods are very tightly 
packed. Under some circumstances, this may be undesirable. With the 
Commodore 6400 True Proportional Module, it is possible to create a special 
version of the period which is wider. Define a Special Character like this: 

The 46 is the code for a period, but the size we have defined is 10 micro 
spaces wide. Since the 6400 module does not make use of the internal 
proportional mode of the printer, any width can be assigned to any 
character. 

To cap things off, we could define the screen appearance of this special 
character to one identical to the standard period. This was fOl:nd to be a 
li ttle confusing, so instead, a small, open square was designed. It looks 
like a swollen period, but is easy to differentiate from a normal one. The 
8 HEX bytes making up this shape are: 

00,00,00,00,00,38,28,38 
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Clearing Screen Appearance Alterations 

If, for any reason, you would like all of the Screen Appearance Alterations 
returned to their default appearances (little numbers with underlines), you 
may do so by pressing <LOCO> <HOME>. 
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WP64 Install: l'\OT RECOMMEl'\DED FOR THE INEXPERIEl'\CED 

WP64 Install is a small program that allows you to reset default screen 
colours, and default Device and Drive numbers of disk drives. Since the 
Install program actually changes the program default on the disk, the write 
protect label must be removed from your program disk prior to running the 
Install program. This is not for amateurs and should not be approached 
lightly, as permanent damage to your program disk could result. 

NOTE: If you are at all uncertain, ask your dealer to do it for you. 

Loading WP64 Install 

Place your WordPro 64 disk into Device 8, Drive O. Then type: 

LOAD"WP64 INSTALL",8<RETURN) 

When the READY prompt appears, type: 

RUN <RETURN) 

When the menu appears on the screen, you may move the reverse field 
(back lit) bar to any screen location. Use the <DOWN) and <UP) keys. 

Changing Screen Colours 

To change screen colours move the reverse field line over the colour area 
that you wish to change. Press the <FWD) key. At the bottom left 
corner of the screen you will see: 

Colour Number? 

Use the chart at the top to choose a new colour. Type in the new colour 
number then press <RETURN). The colour name at the end of the reverse 
field line you are on will change to this new colour. Other colours may be 
changed the same way. These changes are not permanent until you save 
them to disk. 
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Changing Dri\-e and Device '.;lImbers 

To change the Device or Drive Number for any of Wordl'ro 64' s four 
Drives (numbered 0, I, 2, and 3), move the reverse field line over Device 
(or Drive) I'\umber thilt you wish to change. Press (FWD>. This prompt 
will appear: 

Device (or Drive) Number? 

Enter the Device (or Drive) Number you wish to assign to this WordPro 64 
Drive. The number will change all the reverse field line. Device Numbers 
may range from 8 to 11 and Drive I\umbers from ° to 1. 

Saving Install 

To save your new colours, and drive and device numbers, press the arrow 
left key at the top left of your keyboard. You will be prompted with: 

Write Configuration to Disk? 

At this point you may change your mind and press ~ for no. The prompt 
will disappear ilnd you lIlay lIlake further changes. 

If these are your final changes, press y for yes. This will automatically 
save to the disk clri\-e and the prompt "Saved!" will appear when it is clone. 

To leave this screen hold 
(RESTORE>. The SCfrcn will 
with a flashing cursor. 

Final Step 

the (RUN/STOP> key 
rlear ,mcl the "I~eady" 

and sharply press 
prompt will appear 

Before doing anything else with your WordPro 64 disk, replace the write 
protect label over the write enable/protect notch on your program disk. 
You lIlay use a piece of tape (masking tape is preferable) if you do not 
have any write protect labels. Under no circumstances ever write any 
other additional files to the WordPro 64 program disk! They could cause 
the program disk to millfunction. 
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Printer Modules 

WordPro 64 uses special Printer Module programs tilat act as an interface 
between your printer ,mel \\'orcll'ro 64. Each Printer Module is written for 
a specific printer, thus tiiking advantage of any special features that printer 
may possess. Unfortunately, not all printers have the same eapilbilities. 
For example, if your printer does not possess proportionill printing 
capabilities, no mere Printer Module can make it print in proportional mode. 

When WordPro 64 is first loaded, a default Printer Module (named "default 
module") is loaded automatically. The "default module" will operate a wide 
range of ASCII, Daisy Wheel and Dot Matrix printers, but will access only 
a few of their extra features. The proper Printer Module must be in place 
prior to ~Nl' output operation, including Map, Video, Printer, Disk, or 
Modem output. 

Experienced individuals may want to rename their favorite printer module to 
"default module" so that it will be loaded automatically at start-up. USE 
THE RENAME COMMAND DESCRIBED ON PAGE 66. Remember to rename 
the original "default module" to SOIIle other name first. (Be aware that you 
must remove the write protect label from the WordPro 64 disk to do this). 

NOTE: This is not for the inexperienced! If at all uncertain, have your 
dealer do it. 

Loading a Printer Module 

To load a Printer Module, place the WordPro 64 program disk in the disk 
drive, close the drive door and press <LOGO) 2. The Status Line will 
prompt you with: 

Module? C~ X L~ X 

Enter the name of the Module you wish to load, chosen from Appendix B, 
in lower case letters, then press <RETUR1\'). WordPro 64 will inform you 
when the Module has finished loading. 

Changing a Printer Module 

A small Basic program is included on the system disk, called "change. mod". 
Again, use of this program is not recommcnded for the inexperienced 
because it ultimately requires that you remove the write protect label from 
the systems disk and write to it, leaving you open to the very real 
possibility of permanently damaging your disk. We recomIIlend that the less 
experienced use the "change.mod" program to write the newly changed 
printer module to their data disk fi1ther than to the write protected 
program disk. 

The "change. mod" program allows you to load a printer module and then to 
change some of it's start-up parameters, such as turning off line feeds and 
changing printer device numbers. 

NOTE: If you are at all ullcertain, have your dealer do it!!! 
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Printer Module Specifications 

ASCII 

PITCH (pt): Defaults to printer 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): Defaults to printer 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINING: Yes 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): Not supported by printer. 

ASCII (RS232) Requires CBM 10llA interface 

PITCH (pt): Defaults to printer 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): Defaults to printer 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINING: Yes 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): Not supported by printer. 

BROTHER HR15/HR25/HR35 USE DYNAX DX15 

BROTHER HR15/HR25/HH35 PS USE DYNAX DX15 PS 

CARDCO LQ/1 USE DIABLO 630API 

CENTRONICS H80 USE HORIZON H80 

CBM 1520 

PITCH (pt): 3,5,10,20 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): Defaults to plotter 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not Supported by plotter. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by plotter. 
UNDERLINING: Not supported by plotter. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): pcO to pc3 set pen colors 

CBM 1525 

PITCH (pt): 10 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): Defaults to printer. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINING: Not supported by printer. 
PRIKTER COMMANDS (pc): N/A 
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C8:\1 1526 (Some CBM 1526's must be operated as a CBivI 1525) 

PITCH (pt): ;; and 10 characters per inch. 
FOR!\l ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SCPER/SUBSCRIPTS: i\ot supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINIl'JG: Not supported by printer. 
PHINTER COl\1!\lANDS (pc): ~/A 

C13:\1 6400 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPF.R/SUBSCI,IPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLIN I'\'G: Yes. 
PRI:"JTEE COMMAr"DS (pc): N/A 

CBM 6400 PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, which is 
not applicable. 

C13M 8023P USE CBM :\IPPI361 

CBM 8300P USE DL\ULO 630.L\PI 

cm1 8300P PS USE DL\DLO 630API PS 

CBM OPS 1101 LSE CBM 6400 

CBM DPS llOI PS (Fully Proportional) 

PITCH (pt): N/A 
FORM-'.DVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPEE/SUBSCEIPTS:Yes. 
BOLD F.-'.CE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PHINTEE COMMANDS (pc): N/A 
EEMARKS: Double Column output not functional due to limitations of 
OPS 1101 internal interface. 
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CBM I\lPP1361 (or CBM 8023P) 

PITCH (pt): 5,10,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SePER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINING: Kot supported by printer. 
PRINTER CO\I:\LANDS (pc): pcl sets quasi letter quality. 

CEM MPS801 USE CBIII 1525 

CBM MPS802 USE Cf3\1 1525 

C.!TOB 1550 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVi\NCE (fa): 6,8, lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): pel sets expanded mode, pcO releases 

C.ITOH 1550 PS 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, ilnd form 
advance which are not applicable. 

DELTA USE GE\lINI 

DIABLO 630API 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER CO:\!l\IA:\IlS (pc): :'\J/A 

DIABLO 630AP[ PS (Fully Proportionai) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, which is 
not applicable. 
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DISK.BBS OUTPUTS SEQUENTIAL FILE TO DISK 

FORMAT: Punter bulletin board format. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): N/A 

DlSK.CBM OUTPUTS SEQUENTIAL FILE TO DISK 

FORMAT: Commodore PET ASCII protocol. 
PRINTER COMl'vlANDS (pc): Suppresses; 

(pc#) First EOF 
Command Quote Marker 

pcO no no 
pel yes no 
pc2 no yes 
pc3 yes yes 
pc4 no no 
pc5 yes no 
pc6 no yes 
pc7 yes yes 

Quote 
Conv. 

no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

FIRST QUOTE: Quotation marks put at beginning of each line to 
accommodate INPUT#. 
EOF MARKER: An ASCII 128 plus a C/R at the end of file. 
QUOTE COI\\!ERSION: All quotation marks appearing in text will be 
converted to apostrophes. 

DlSK.ASCII OUTPUTS SEQUENTIAL FILE TO DISK 

FORMAT: ASCII 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): Same as DISK.CB:\1 

DYNAX DX15 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): N/A 

DYNAX DX15 PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, which is 
not applicable. 
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EPSON MX80/100 

PITCII (pt): 5,8,10,17 Characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCHIPTS: Yes. 
HOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMM./\NDS (pc): pc1 sets double strike. 

EPSON FX80/100 

PITCH (pt): 4,6,8,10,12,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMJ\1ANDS (pc): pcl sets enhanced mode. 

EPSON RX80 USE EPSON FX80 

EPSON RX80 PS USE EPSON PS 

EPSON PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional modules except super and 
subscripts and pitch, which are not applicable. 

GEMINI lOX 

PITCH (pt): 5,6,8,10,12,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 6,8 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): pcl sets double strike. 

GEMINI lOX PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except super and 
subscripts and pitch, which are not applicable. 
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HORlZOC\J H80 

PITCH (pt): 5,6,10,12,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SU13SCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UC\JDERLlNI:\!G: Yes. 
PRINTER COIvEvlANDS (pc): pcl sets double strike; pc2 sets near letter 
quality; pc3 sets both; pcO cancels. 

1I0RIZO:\ 1180 PS (Fully Proportiomll) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except super imd 
subscripts, pitch and form advance which are not applicable . 

.JUKI 6100 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
1'01-<1\1 AUVANCt (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTEE COMMANDS (pc): N/A 

JUKI 6 100 PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, which is 
not applicable. 

NEe SPINWRITER SEE SPINWRITER 3550 

OKIDATA 92 

PITCH (pt): 5,6,8,10,12,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLll\ING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc;): pcl sets correspondence mode. 

OLIVETTI PR2300 

PITCII (pt): 10,12,18 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 6,8 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Not supported by printer. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
Ul\DERLlNING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMAI\'DS (pc): pcl to pc3 cause vertical and horizontal 
elongation. Bold facing causes double underlining. 
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RADIX USE GEMINI 

SILVER REED 550 - USE DIABLO 630API 

SILVER REED 770 USE DIABLO 630API 

SILVER REED 550/770 PS (Fully Proportional) 

PITCH (pt): N/A 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 6,8 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): N/A 

SPINWRITEH 3550 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 6,8 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Ycs. 
UNDERLIl\:ING: Yes. 
PRINTER COI\D,IAl\:DS (pc): N/A 

SPINWRITER 3550 PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch, which is 
not applicable. 

SMITH CORONA TPI USE ASCII MODULE 

TALLY MTl60L 

PITCH (pt): 5,6,8,10,12,17,20 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 6,8 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COM:t\fA.."JDS (pc): N/A 
ADDED PITCHES (pt): 110 and 120 are corresponclence mocles 10 and 20 
characters per inch, respectively. 
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TALLY '-ITlGOL PS (Fully Proportional) 

Supports all features of semi-proportional module except pitch commallds, 
which are not applic<lble. 

TALLY SPIRIT 

PITCH (pt): 5,8,10,17 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMMANDS (pc): PC I sets double strike mode. 

TOSHIBA P1350/1351 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVA:\CE (fa): 4,6,8,12 lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Not supported by printer. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRINTER COMl\lA;\/DS (pc): pcO to pe4 select different character fonts. 
pc5 selects condensed print mode. 

TTX 1014 

PITCH (pt): 10,12,15 characters per inch. 
FORM ADVANCE (fa): 3,4,6, lines per inch. 
SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS: Yes. 
BOLD FACE: Yes. 
UNDERLINING: Yes. 
PRI0;TER COMMANDS (pc): ~oIle. 
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Ge tting Started 

Make sure your Commodore 64, 1541 Disk Drive and Printer are set up and 
tested according to their respective owners manuals. 

Place WordPro 64 program disk in the 1541 Disk Drive and carefully cluse 
the drive door. 

Type in the following command: 

LOAD":*",8 <RETURN> 

Wait for the READY message to reappear ancl then type in: 

RUN <RETURN) 

WordPro 64 will now take about one minute to load into your C64's 
memory. 

When loading is completed, the following question must be answered before 
proceeding: 

LINES AVAILI\I3LE: 409 
HOW MANY FOR ~IAIN TEXT? 
(min = 23, max = 386) 

For normal use we find 333 is a convenient answer, but use any allowable 
division of text areas you wish. Don't forget to press the <RETURN> key 
to enter your chosen numbers into the computer. 

Status Line 

The Status Line at the top of the screen keeps you informed as you work. 

When "lit up" (in reverse field): 

X : means that you are in the Extra Text area. 
I : means that you are in Insert Mode. 
S : means that you arc in Capital Lock Mode. 
L : means that you are in Line Mode. 
F : means that you are in Forced Space Mode. 

C= gives you the current cursor column number 
L= gives you the current cursor line number. 

Current Status messages will appear in place of the WordPro 64 
(e) 1986 Spinnaker copyright statement, as they occur. 
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Directory 

The WordPro 64 Directory is passive and does not erase current text. 

Press (F3>, the number of the drive you wish to see a Dircctory of (0, 1, 
2, or 3), then <RETURN>, This will display the entire Directory of tl'le 
chosen diskette. 

Once a Directory has been called, it will remain in the buffer until the 
buffer is used by ,mother function. As long as it remains there, it can be 
recalled instantly by pressing <F:J> twice. 

Press <F3>, the number of the drive you wish to Directory (0, I, 2, or 3), 
then type in a filename, or beginning characters of a filename -followed by 
an asterisk (*), to display only selected filenames. 

EXAMPLE: 

(F:J> O:a* <RETURN> will display all filenilll1es beginning \\ith "a". 

Press <Fl> to return to text. 

Direct Disk Commands 

Certain commands may be sent directly to the disk drive by pressing 
(LOGO> . (period), then when the Status Line displays the cursor, type in 
the desin';d command: 

>nO:disk name,id <RETURN> 

>sO:filename <RETURN> 

>rO:newname=oldname (RETURN> 

>iO <RETURN> 

>vO <RETURN> 

<LOGO> <,> 

will format a disk in drive 0 
with name and id. 

- will scratch that filename 
from the disk in drive O. 

- will rename a file on drive O. 

- will initialize drive O. 

- will validate (collect) drive O. 

- will read the disk 
error channe I to 
the S ta tus Line. 

Word Pro 64 will handle multiple Commodore disk drives if they have been 
set for consecutive device numbers 8 and 9. Drives 0 and 1 will be on 
device 8, Drives 2 imd 3 will be OIl device 9. If you nrc using mu I Uple 
single disk drives, device 8 will be designated as Drive 0, illld device 9 will 
be designated as Drive 2. See !lIsa "WP Install" Section. 
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Keystroke Summary 

(Fl) 

(F3) 

(F5) 
(F7) 
(1'2) 

(F4) 
(F6) 
(F8) 

(POUND) 
(ARR LEFT> 
(ARR UF) 

Cancels or escapes current mode/Toggles Line :VIode. 
Starts Directory Function/Recalls Directory Function. 
Starts Output. 
Recall, Insert or Memorize. 
Clear all variable blocks or Goto end of text. 
Fill variable blocks with first set of data. 
Fill variable blocks with subsequent sets of data. 
Load SEQ file - asks for EOP character used. 

Cap Lock [:S:] indicated on Status Line 
Tab Key 
Used to define variables (vertical bar) 

(SHIFT) (POUND) 
(SHIFT) 

Page Number symbol 
Semi-Automatic hyphen 

(LOGO) a 
(LOGO) b 
(LOGO) c 
(LOGO) a: 
<LOGO) e 
(LOGO) f 
(LOGO) g 
(LOGO) h 
(LOGO) r 
(LOGO) ] 
(LOGO) k 
(LOGO) m 
(LOGO) () 
(LOGO) 2 
(LOGO) !: 

(LOGO) s 
(LOGO) t 
(LOGO) Y 
(LOGO) x 
(LOGO) z 
(LOGO) (" 
(LOGO) I 
(LOGO) + 
(LOGO) -
(LOGO) @ 
(LOGO) ,. 
(LOGO) r 
(LOGO) I 
(LOGO) ( 
(LOGO) ) 
(LOGO) 7 
(LOGO) 6" 
(LOGO) 4: 
(LOGO) 

call Append Variable Lines 
insert Variable Block 
Clear Tab 
Delete range 
Start Erase Function plus a all or r 
Start Find Function 
Goto Line # Function 
Hunt - restarts Find Function 
Insert Mode toggle 
Start Text Copy function 
Clear All Tabs 
Position to next empty variable block 
Start Output (same as (F;;») 
load new Printer Module 
Reformat paragraph 

Set Tab 
Transfer buffer contents to text 
call Variable Strings 
Switch text areas 
places delimiter in Extra Text List Data 
Start Bold Face Print 
End Bold Face Print 
Define Special Screen Characters 
Forced Space Mode toggle 
Start Search and Replace Function 
Start Global Copy Function 
Start Underline 
End Underline 
Read Disk Error Channel 
Send Direct Disk Command 
Enter checkmark symbol 
call Subscript 
call Superscript 

remainder 

calls SpellPro 641 Search & Replace function 

(LOGO) (POUND) Set Graphic Tab 
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._--- _._ ... _-----------------------------

<CTRL) [#1 
<LOGO) <CTRL) g 
<LOGO) <CTRL) r 
<R/S) <RESTORE) 

Time Savers 

<Fl) 
<F2) 
<F3) 
<F5) 
<CLR/HO:\.JE) 

Output Modules 

Printer Modules 

call Special Characters (# ranges from 0 to 9) 
Quit 
Program Restart 
Warm Start 

Cilncels or escapes current mode 
Goto end of text or Clear Variable Blocks 
Read screen from Cursor position (file mode only) 
Reads stored filename if present (file mode only) 
Reads next filename if present (file mode only) 

WordPro 64 makes use ()f special "printer modules", each individually 
programmed to take advantage of the special features built into that printer 
by the manufacturer. However, if a specific printer does not have a 
built-in capability to handle proportional printing for instance, no mere 
printer module can make it do so. 

When WordPro 64 is first loaded, a default printer module (named "default 
module") is loaded automatically. "default module" will operate a wide range 
of ASCII daisy wheel and matrix printers, but with few extra features 
available. 

A printer module must be loaded prior to any output operation to screen, 
printer, disk or modem. 

Experienced individuals will probably rename their favorite printer module to 
"default module" so that it will be loaded automatically at start-up. USE 
THE RENAME COMMAND DESCRIBED ON PAGE 66. Remember to rename 
the original "default module" file to something else first. Note that the 
write protect tab will have to be removed from your program disk before 
the rename command will work. NOT RECOMMENDED for the 
inexperienced, have your dealer do it. 

Load other printer modules from WordPro 64 by pressing <LOGO) )2, then 
type in the new printer module's Drive Number and name. 

Example: 
Printer :'vlodule? cbm 1526 <RETURN) 

... will load the cbm 1526 module from disk. 
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Output Options 

Options 

After selecting Output by pressing <LOGO> 2 (or just <F5», select: 

Intext 

g for Global Output. 

r: for Restart of Output. 

~ for Video Mode. 

m for Mapped Mode. Toggle back and forth between Video 
mode and Map mode by pressing the <ARR UP> key. 

(small "LH) for List Data. 

s:: for Continuous Mode; [:C:]for printing on continuous paper, or 
[:N: ]for single sheet printing, 

by toggling the s:: key. 

2 to print alternate pages starting with page 1. 

~ to print alternate pages starting with page 2. 

)( followed by a number, to print multiple copies. 

Commands 

Command Sets Parameters Default 

cm Comment [Character String] 
cn[#] Centering o or 1 0 
dc[#] Double Column rm+! to 230-rm+lm 
fa[#] Form Advance Established by Printer Module 
fp[#] Forced Page o to pg 0 
ft[#]: Footer: left, center ,right 
ft[#]; Footer; right, center ,left (al terna tes) 
hd[#]: Header: left,center ,right 
hd[#]; Header; right, center ,left (alternates) 
hl[H] Header Left 1 to 160 I 
hr[#] Header Right 1 to 160 80 
ju[#] Justify 0 or 1 0 
Id[#] List Da ta Size ! to 29 
Im[#] Left Margin 1 to 160 
In[H] Blank Lines I to 255 
ma[#] Margin Release -lm+! to 230-rm 
mo[#] Margin Offset -lm+! to 230-rm 
nx: Next Filename 
pc[#] Printer Command Established by Printer Module 
pg[#] Paging 1 to 255 
pp[H] Printer Page 1 to 255 
pt[#] Pitch Established by Printer Module 
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Commilnd Sets Parameters Defilult 

p#l#l Page # Set to 999 
ra[#l Right Align 0 or 1 () 

rm[#l Right Margin 1 to 160 su 
sp[#l Line Spacing 1, 2 or 3 1 
vp[#l Vertical Position 0 to pg 0 
[#1= Set Special Characters 
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BETTER WORKING SOFnnHE 
POLICY 

If this product should fail to work for any reason whatsoever during the 
first 30 days following purchase, return it to the dealrr from whom it was 
purchased for il free replacement. If it should fail to work after the first 
30 days, mail it to BETTER WORKING SOFTWARE at the address beIO\\'. 
If it has been physically damaged, you will be chargecl $5.00 for 
replacement. 

Should you have any questions concerning this warranty, please contact the 
dealer from whom you purchased this program, or write or call BETTER 
WORKING SOFTWARE. 

BETTER WORKI"lG SOFTWARE, 
One Kendall Square, 
Cambridge, l'vlA 02139 
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Spell Checking Parameters 

A program that checks for spelling errors does just that and no more. It 
will not check for syntax errors, grammatical errors or correctly spelled 
typographical errors. l\ spell checker is not a substitute for a proof 
reader. 

Dictionary Disk 

The SpellPro Dictionary is located on the back of the WordPro 64 diskette 
and should be copied or backed up onto a separate diskette before use. All 
files contained on the original Dictionary diskette must be copied onto the 
new diskette. The size of the dictionary is limited only by the space 
remaining on the dictionary disk, so it is a very good idea not to save any 
other files to the dictionary disk. A single sided diskette used excl1Jsiveiy 
as a dictionary disk will hold close to a hundred thousand words in it's 
words.e and user files. 

Starting to Spell Check 

With WordPro 64 active, and the text file you wish to spell check 
appearing on the screen, place your SpellPro Dictionary disk in the disk 
drive unit and shut the drive door. Now to start spell checking, hold down 
the <LOGO> key and press the w key. WordPro 64 will respond by asking 
you which drive unit the dictionary disk is in and expects you to press the 
0, 1, 2 or 3 key depending on Wllich drive you are using. Single drive 
system -owners would press Q in this case. 

If you had forgotten to put the dictionary disk in the named drive, the 
program would have responded with an "Insert Overlay Disk" message on the 
status line. The Overlay files are located on the dictionary disk, and are 
required because parts of the spell checking program are contained there. 
Should this message present itself, simply place the dictionary (overlay) disk 
in the named drive, shut the drive door and press (RETURl\>. 

Spell Checking 

SpellPro will take a little more than a minute to check an average file 
with both the main and user dictionaries. 

The screen will now be showing your text file with all unrecognized words 
highlighted. You must choose between three courses of action for each 
highlighted word. 

1. ADD - press a to add an unrecognized but correctly spelled \\iord to the 
user dictionary. 

2. CHA.1\JGE - press c.; to retype an incorrectly spelled word, followed by 
<RETURN>. 

3. IGNORE - press i to skip over a correctly spelled word that you do not 
wish to add to tile user dictionary. 
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Whcn spcll checking is completed, Spell Pro will add ilny new words 
rcquestcd into the user dictionary, rcload an overlay and place the messagc 
"Spcll Checking Complete" on the status linc. 

:'Jow, replilce thc dictionary disk in the disk drive with your tcxt file disk 
ilnd close the drive door. 

NOTE: DON'T FORGET TO RESAVE YOUR CORRECTED TEXT FILE !!! 
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Index 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

G 

II 

J 

... 

Alterna ting pages 
Allocating variable block space 
Advanced disk commands 

Format 
Scratch 
Rename 
Initialize 
Validate 
Duplicate 
Copy disk 
Copy file 
Concatenate 

Abort key 

Boldface 
Book output 

Checkmark symbol 
Command key 
Color change 
Caps lock (upper case) 

Delete, insert lines 
Drive # 
Directory 
Directory, selective 
Double sided printer output 
Double column output 
Direct disk commands 

Extra text 
Erase 
Entering list data 
Error channel 

Form letters 
Function keys 
Forced spaces 
File storage 

Graphic tah 
Goto 
Global option 
Global file copy 

Insert mode 
Insert 
Intext commands 
Initialize 
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K Keyboard symbols 

L Loading sequential files 
Line movemcnt 
Linked file recall 
Last accessed drive 
Linked files 
Local option 

M Margin offset 
Memorize 

o Output 
Output parameters 

Continuous 
Odd/evcn page output 
Global/local output 
Multiple copies 
Global restart 

Output types 
Mapped output 
Video output 

Output options 

P Proportional printer module 
Program files recall 
Printer output 

Q Quit 

R Reformat paragraph 
Recall directory from buffer 
Recall files 
J<elative assignment 

S Searchcs 
Find 
Hunt 

Search and replace 
String searches 
Search options 

Absolute 
Local 
Global 

Soft Hyphen 
Special character parameters 
Special symbols 
Spell Checking 
Status Line :X:I:S:L:F: 
Shift Mode 
Sequential file 
Sequen tial file recall 
Subscript 
Superscript 
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T Text Modifiers 30 
Boldface 30 
Underlining 31 
Subscripts 31 
Superscripts 31 

Tabs 12 
Time savers 16 
Text deletion 18 
Text copy 18 
Text transfer 18 
Text enter 7 

L' Underlined characters 31 

\' Variable string 22 
Recall 22 

Variable Lines 22 
Recall 23 

Variable block filling 41 
Version # 12 

W Warm start 12 

X 

Y 

Z 
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